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TEACHING STANDARDS ADDRESSED (5.5 HOURS ELECTIVE PD)
2.1.2 The course will address standard 2.1.2 by upskilling teachers in the development of
innovative teaching and learning resources that unpack the key aspects of the Stage 6 course
(concepts, research methods, cross cultural understanding and writing). It will provide a
deconstruction of the meaning and relevance of these aspects of the course and model the
development of explicit teaching strategies.
5.1.2 This course will include a workshopping session from a team of experienced teachers
(and HSC markers of the PIP) that will support teachers improve their understanding of key
administrative requirements of the Personal Interest Project, alongside key hints and tips
related to essential components of the PIP. This session should equip teachers with the skills
and resources to adapt Stage 6 PIP requirements to their unique school setting.
6.2.2. Teachers will participate in learning to update knowledge of key components of the Stage
6 course, specifically for the teaching of concepts, research methods, cross cultural
understanding and writing. Learning will involve face-to-face and online engagement with
presentations aimed at providing innovative ways of teaching the essentials of the course.
Sessions will target the professional needs of beginning teachers and their respective school
priorities by ensuring content illustrates differentiation models, and by providing networking
opportunities concurrent with the delivery of content.
7.4.2. As a professional teaching association, SCANSW will provide participants with the
opportunity to engage with other teachers of the subject from around NSW, therefore building
collegial networks. The opportunity to engage in discussion related to presentations throughout
the session will also broaden teacher professional knowledge and improve practice.

COURSE EVALUATION LINK
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Presentation Focus Questions:
1. What do we mean by Conceptual Understanding and development?
2. Why should building conceptual understanding be a priority for you in your
classroom?
3. How can we go about fostering conceptual understanding across the course?
4. TOP PIP Tips for Conceptual development in the Personal Interest Project

What is Conceptual understanding?
One of the very first challenges you will
probably encounter as a Society and
Culture teacher is explaining the role and
function of concepts and conceptual
language within the course. As you are well
aware, concepts form a strong backbone
for understanding both the course and the
complexity of the world around us and as
such, beginning with a strong
understanding can be very useful.
The syllabus provides guidance for how to
understand and explain this to our students
though I have found the following 4 approaches also helpful. I try to encourage students
to think of concepts as:
• the ‘building blocks’ of the course
• the ‘keys’ to understanding the content
• the ‘themes’ which unpack the contemporary world
• the ‘lenses’ through which we interpret our experiences and those of others
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The outcome of this understanding, both in terms of our syllabus and ideally, is the
development of Social and Cultural literacy. In fact, it could be difficult to imagine how any
of the characteristics below could be realised without an appreciation of course concepts.
• Has a sense of personal, social and cultural identity and understands that culture
underpins one’s behaviour, beliefs and values
• Empathises with and appreciates the diverse beliefs and values of different societies
and cultures
• Applies skills to achieve social inclusion and is aware of the issues of discrimination
and prejudice

Prioritising Conceptual understanding
Given their
fundamental role in the
course, it is not difficult
to appreciate why
building conceptual
understanding should
be a significant priority
within the classroom. I
understand these 4
mains motivations for
focusing on these skills
to be their role:
1. in fostering
Social and Cultural Literacy (as mentioned above)
2. as one of the 3 ‘pillars’ of the course – alongside Subject
Matter & Research Methods
3. within the course outcomes – particularly P1/H1 & P9/H9
4. in the final assessment (the exam AND the Personal Interest
Project)
It is important to be guided by the detail in these outcomes in best
understanding the skill of conceptual understanding. Application of
concepts is key across preliminary and HSC though their evaluation
of concepts becomes central towards the end of the course. In
addition, while we talk a lot about conceptual understanding, the
course explicitly expects that student demonstrate this
understanding through communication and as such, literacy
strategies become incredibly important. Mindfully scaffolding for
both understanding and communication is very useful.

HSC Focus: Using VS
applying
Students who apply use
concepts seamlessly in
their writing. For
instance, when
discussing power, they
can move beyond the
concept itself and use its
permutations equally.
The concept is not
‘dropped’ into the
sentence. Students go
beyond what is
mentioned in the
question itself!
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Building conceptual understanding
Gradual Release of Responsibility Model
The Gradual Release of Responsibility Model (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983) is ONE way of
thinking about how to go about building skills associated with conceptual understanding
from the start of Prelim to the end of the HSC. In simple terms, it explains how to move
from direct instruction to independence in conceptual application. It highlights the
significance of scaffolding and assessment, and it similar to Vygotsky’s Constructivist ideas
of the Zone of Proximal Development.

This model posits that cognitive skills are constructed through intentional processes
beginning with direct instruction and modelling, through scaffolding and finally onto
collaborative practice and independent application. It provides a framework for
understanding how to progress towards independence and accountability in their learning,
while validating the role of teacher expertise and modelled behaviour. The model builds
on a range of other common theorists including Piaget, Vygotsky and Bandura.

Additional Reading:
•
•
•

•

https://keystoliteracy.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/frey_douglas_and_nancy_frey_gradual_release_of_responsibility_intructional_framework.pdf
https://pdo.ascd.org/lmscourses/pd13oc005/media/formativeassessmentandccswithelaliterac
ymod_3-reading3.pdf
https://dpi.wi.gov/sites/default/files/imce/ela/resources/Fisher_and_Frey_-_Homework.pdf
https://chancellorsc.eq.edu.au/Supportandresources/Formsanddocuments/Documents/curric
ulum/gradual-release-of-responsibility.pdf

As such the remainder of the presentation will focus on strategies for teaching and
learning within the stages of this model, and some practical examples of what that might
look like in the classroom. It is by no means an exhaustive list, and really is just my way of
making sense of getting students with a diverse range of existing skills to the place where
they think about and understand the world through conceptual lenses independently and
with confidence.
© SCANSW PDday 2022 Emily Aitken – Monte Sant Angelo Mercy College
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FOCUSED INSTRUCTION
Recognition/recall

•
•
•
•
•

Narrative
Teacher led discussion
Analysis of
stimuli/contemporary examples
Glossaries, definitions &
flashcards
Word flowers
Socratic Questioning
Celebrity Heads/Taboo
Critiquing definitions
Read aloud

•
•
•

Quizzes
Observation
discussion

•
•
•
•

GUIDED INSTRUCTION
apply

•
•
•
•

•
•

Rewriting texts
Annotating texts and
exemplars
Scaffolds, graphic organisers
& T-Chart
Active reading/consumption
of subject matter eg articles,
documentaries
Using explicit lesson
objectives
Personal reflection

Teacher feedback & assessment

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING
Apply and assess

•
•

•
•
•

Jigsaw tasks
Group tasks breaking
down questions and
creating writing plans
Seminars & mini-lectures
Writing Multiple Choice
& exam questions
Creating conceptual
diagrams/representations
of the concepts

Peer assessment

INDEPENDENT
LEARNING
Apply and assess

•

•
•

Summative &
Formative
assessments
HSC exam
Personal Interest
Project

Self Assessment
possible and effective

CAVEAT
• Should think of this model functioning across a lesson (micro) and stage (macro) level
• Assessment, Feedback & Literacy ongoing and essential to progress towards independence
• NOT linear (probably more cyclical as you move throughout units)
• Programming is essential/organic
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Employing narrative and metaphor in focused instruction

The beginning of Society and Culture can leave students suffering from ‘concept shock’ as
they begin learning in a way that might be quite distinct from what they have experienced
before. Most students find the conceptual nature of the course incredibly challenging and
sometimes overwhelming and as such, I have found that quality narrative, explanation and
teacher exposition are incredibly valuable. As an example of focused instruction, quality
modelling, explanations and examples play a significant role in how student construct an
understanding of the fundamental and additional course concepts. An example of this can
be how you build upon the syllabus glossaries for enhanced understanding. A few
examples are included below:

What is the difference between Society & Culture?
If we use the metaphor of laptop, society is the hardware and
culture is the software. How?

What is the difference between Power & Authority?

Use the metaphor of a teacher to explain how power and
authority are different.

Other tricky concepts across the course that would work with this:
• Globalisation & Westernisation
• Commercialisation & commodification
• Beliefs & values
• Worldview & philosophy
• Prejudice & discrimination
• Life course & life chances
• Social mobility & social differentiation
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When a glossary is more than a glossary
A sound definition of the concepts is required for students to build effectively from
conceptual understanding to application. As they progress through the course, try to
challenge the students to increase their engagement with these concepts through
glossaries that require application of understanding. An example of this from Personal and
Social Identity is included below. Structured with examples, this type of guided instruction
is still fairly scaffolded and can be adapted to become a collaborative group task.

Other ways to vary this type of task include:
• Apply a contemporary example
• Find a related newspaper article
• Create/design a representative diagram
Taboo
An engaging way to help test student conceptual
understanding in the Preliminary Course, and in the time
prior to the HSC can be to play games like Taboo. In this,
students need to creatively describe a concept without
referring to any words on the Taboo word list.

Your Word: Power
Taboo words
q Influence
q Authority
q Leader
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Active reading as guided instruction
Active reading is a skill which highly effective readers use to construct meaning and which
we often assume our students do as they consume texts in the classroom. It is also a highly
useful skill as they move into their Personal Interest Project, where they will be ideally
consuming a volume of rich secondary texts. It can be handy to help students become
conscious of how they read and to employ techniques that make their reading
comprehension more efficacious, especially when we expect them to deduce both subject
matter and conceptual knowledge from these tasks. While there are numerous reading
strategies you might employ, below is an example of a simple task which helps students
apply course concepts as they read.

Active reading- The impact of ‘Clean Eating’ and social media

Active reading involves mental processes by focusing on certain elements of the texts
and being aware of your own thinking as you do so.
Step One: Navigate to the following article https://theconversation.com/how-men-areembracing-clean-eating-posts-on-instagram-97923
Step Two: SCANNING
Read the article and scan for any fundamental and additional course concepts. Highlight
of underline as you go. List them below:
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Step Three RE-READING
Read the article again, and this time, identify any language associated with the concepts
identified above. Eg while GENDER is a concept, masculinity is a term associated with
this concept. List these below.

Step Four MONITOR COMPREHENSION
Identify any words or areas of the article where you might be confused or lack
understanding. List them below, look them up and discuss them with the person next to
you

Step Five SYNTHESISING
Based on your reading and what we have already studied about how society is
constructed, write a paragraph about what the article reveals about how individual
behaviour is socially constructed and influenced by social expectation online.

© SCANSW PDday 2022 Emily Aitken – Monte Sant Angelo Mercy College
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Differentiation
Taking this approach also ensures
that you meet students at their
point of need in terms of
conceptual skill development.

Scaffolding for guided instruction

Scaffolding plays a large role in this model and mindfully
scaffolding tasks enable students to use cues while they are working towards an
independent and critical understanding of concepts. We often think about scaffolding for
written texts to facilitate literacy development, but it can also be very useful when
consuming texts through conceptual lenses. These types of activities can be relevant
during the looking in/looking out focus areas during the prelim course and the focus
studies during the HSC. A few examples of this have been included below.

Who are the Irish Travellers?
Task: Watch the following clip and this short video here about the discrimination faced by the
Irish Travellers. Use this and your knowledge from ‘My Big Fat Gypsy Weddings’ to apply the
course concepts below to the group of the Irish Travellers.
Person
(Think about identity,
individuality and what makes a
traveller unique)

Society
(Think about the ‘hardware’ of
the group, the networks,
institutions and groups that
provide structure to their lives)

Time (Continuity & Change)
(Think about what has
remained the same, what has
changed over time and what
the future holds for the group)

Power
(Think about who and what
influences the group
members, in what ways are
they influenced)

Culture
(Think about the ‘software’; the
values, beliefs, languages etc
that provide meaning to their
lives)

Environment
(Think about where and how the
group lives)

Authority
(Think about who is permitted to
influence others and how this is
occurs)

Technologies
(Think about what tools the
group members utilise and how
these tools impact on the group
and their members
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These scaffolds can be particularly useful when looking at the Core Country study. The
example below suits a focus on gender roles and the status of men and women, however,
could equally be adapted to suit a graphic organiser based on continuity & change. Note
the cues used to support students who are still developing a comprehensive
understanding of these ideas as they learn.

CORE: Gender Roles & Status of Men & Women ONE country
Use the following table to summarise notes as a class from the booklet provided for you.
Evidence of gender roles (the things
women and men are allowed to do in
society) and status (whether women or
men are considered superior or inferior)
(remember here you are looking for
information about how this society thinks
about and treats women and men)

Evidence of power (meaning the ability to
influence), authority (the right to have
power) and decision making
(remember here you are looking at how the
society is structured and how people in the
society are influenced and controlled)

Article 1

Article 2

Article 3
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Literacy and guided instruction

HSC focus: students who struggle
to communicate and think
conceptually will often report
feeling panic in exams. They will
think ‘we never learned this!’
because they struggle to link the
concepts with the content that
they have learned.

Students who find that they can think conceptually and
understand the concepts in isolation will often still find
communication this understanding particularly difficult.
As such, a lot of modelling, scaffolding and practice is
required to ensure that students can develop these
skills. Begin early in year 11 and never assume that
your students have ‘finished’ developing this skill. I find that I have to continue providing
practice and modelling exemplary communication right up until the HSC exam.

The Social and Cultural World - Writing, applying and understanding concepts
All concepts are said to ‘interact’- a 2-way relationship or process whereby concepts influence and
are influenced by others in turn. You are often asked in Society and Culture to explain how concepts
interact or impact upon one another. As with many other subjects we use the SEEL method in Society
& Culture to practice writing short answer responses. Evidence can be validly drawn from public
knowledge (things you have learned about the world) and your personal experiences (your reflections
on the concepts and how they apply to you)
Brainstorming interactions:
• Persons and Gender: [READ AS A CLASS]
• Eg, female identities in many parts of the world are influenced and constrained by
expectations surrounding femininity and gender roles. In Australia, there are more
CEOs with the name John than there are women, and the Gender Pay Gap is still
prevalent. Females over time, have however been able to impact understandings of
gender over time through feminist activism and protest. The #metoo movement
illustrates this process of social change to gender through how it has been able to
bring attention to issues of sexual harassment.
•
•

Time and Identity: [BRAINSTORM AS A CLASS]
Hints: Adolescence,
maturation, parenting

•

Culture and Environment: [BRAINSTORM AS A PAIR]

•

Society and Authority [ON YOUR OWN]
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Question one (5 marks)- Explain the
interaction between gender and identity

Question two (5 marks)- Explain the interaction
between Society and Authority

The above questions are asking you to explain. Below write down what you think explain
means:
USING SEEL
STATEMENT: Answer the question in one sentence using the phrasing of the question.
Comment on or describe the interaction- it might be complex, simple, dynamic, interesting,
significant. Make sure this relates to what you will discuss later on.
EXPLANATION: Elaborate and detail the interaction BOTH WAYS. How does one concept
change, impact upon, or influence the other? How does it occur in the reverse?
EVIDENCE AND EXAMPLES: give illustrative evidence and examples of the 2 way interaction.
Don’t assume the marker knows what you mean by just saying ‘for instance, the Gender Pay
Gap’. Show here HOW the gender pay gap is an example of your points- make it ‘illustrative’
LINK: back to the question, answer the question again in one sentence.

S: There is a _____________ interaction
between identity and gender...

S:

E: Gender influences identity through...
Identities can be impacted by...

E:

On the other hand, they are also in turn
influenced...

E: This is illustrated best through...

L: Therefore, ….

E:

L:
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that you also give
students space for
independent practice.
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A key to effectively communicating conceptual understanding is using student work
samples to better understand how to demonstrate a critical application of concepts.

Personal & Social Identity- Applying Concepts to the Maasai
Step One: Underline the concepts in the paragraph below. Then consider how using
language and concepts can significantly improve your marks, your success in S&C and
enhance your analytical ways of thinking and communicating.
SAMPLE:
The Maasai live in the rift valleys of Kenya and Tanzania where they have adapted to
their environment through the lifestyle as pastoralists as they herd cattle which are not
only a significant source of food, but cattle are also important in determining their
wealth. The Maasai way of life determines their roles and positions in society, as children
work with herding cattle and goats, the Moran (warriors) protect the cattle from outside
threats whilst the Elders have overall control. Males and females have greatly different
responsibilities and experiences as members of this group and have different challenges
to overcome in justifying their role and place. The socialisation of the Maasai is centred
around understanding cattle and using everything from the cattle, their dung to make
houses, their hides for clothing, occasionally their meat for food but also their milk and
blood for nourishment. The Maasai also face significant difficulties in contemporary life
due to the policies of their government to pursue national importance and reduce the
importance of tribal identity. The government is also reducing the Maasai land for game
reserves and National Parks and this is really affecting the Maasai way of life.
Step Two: Identify the concepts that you feel SHOULD be referred to in this text. Look
back at the related concepts for this unit.

Step Three: Rewrite the paragraph applying the concepts listed above. You can also
add your own information to the paragraph

These strategies are particularly useful in the HSC depth studies in better teaching
Active reading needn’t only
students how to write conceptually within 5 mark questions. Most
of to
these
questions
apply
outside
texts. Students
involve student critical application of 1 or 2 concepts and require
a
deep
application
to
should be also able to read
content and contemporary examples as illustrated by the 2021 exemplars
HSC questions
below.
in the same
way,
recognising quality responses
and considering ways to
improve them.
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What students
can find tricky, is
that there is not
always a
concept in the
question to
anchor their
response
initially, though
they need to
have the skills to
link relevant
concepts to the
content area
mentioned in
the question.

Think; Pair; Share

What are the related course concepts most closely connected to the 2 questions above?
Justify 2 of your choices.

Analysing Samples- Inclusion & Exclusion
© SCANSW PDday 2022 Emily Aitken – Monte Sant Angelo Mercy College
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Explain how social differentiation contributes to inclusion and exclusion in contemporary
Australian society (5 Marks)
Your Task

1. Conduct a content analysis of these samples by highlighting when they use
or apply course concepts.
2. Explain which sample you believe best applies course concepts.
3. Rank these samples according to how well they apply course concepts.
Justify your rank.
Remember!
The MISUSE of concepts
The USE of concepts may
The APPLICATION of
may look like:
look like:
concepts may look like:
q mentioning irrelevant
q Linking relevant
q relevant and insightful
concepts
concept/s
linking of concepts
q Incorrectly using or
q Overreliance on
q flow seamlessly within
defining concepts
definitions and lists
the response
q Making errors
q may ‘stand out’ or
q use concepts flexibly
q Omitting the concept
not read seamlessly
q go beyond what is
all together
within the response
included in question
Sample 1
Social inclusion is defined as the process of improving the terms of participation in
society, particularly for people who are disadvantaged. When opportunities are provided
that enhance connections and participation, access to resources and allow a voice and
respect for rights this removes disadvantage for individuals or groups. Article 26 states
that “everyone has the right to education” and in Australia, education is compulsory and
available to all children free of cost, with those who are regarded as ‘disadvantaged’ are
provided with additional funds and resources to support them. For example, Indigenous
Australians are provided with opportunities to access higher education.
Opposing this is social exclusion, a multidimensional phenomenon, where restrictions
are placed on access to opportunities thus creating reduced opportunities to connect.
An example of a group who experienced this exclusion within the micro level of
Australian society are the elderly. This vulnerable group is often isolated and alienated.
During COVID 19 the elderly suffered with government restrictions to visitations to the
elderly in aged care facilities for families. As well as being unable to get necessary
supplies during the bulk buying period. One attempt to address this particular issue,
improving social inclusion is when Coles opened their stores at designated time for
seniors only.
Sample Two
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Social differentiation is defined as perceived physiological and sociocultural differences
which divide society into group which in contemporary Australian society contributes
most prominently to social exclusion. This is evident most significantly through the social
exclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples who are differentiated from
wider Australian society through race, culture, spirituality, collectivism and generally,
class. The social exclusion of ASTI groups can be seen through lower education and
literacy rates as found by the ‘Social inclusion - How is Australia Fairing Report’ in 2012
which reported that only 54% of ASTI peoples aged 15 to 25 were engaged in a form of
education or work. This can be seen as a product of social differentiation as through a
systematic separation from a collectivist culture through a policy of Assimilation from the
late 1930s to the 1960s which limits ASTI groups abilities to be socially mobile in
contemporary Australian society. This also results in social exclusion as evidenced by the
incarceration rates of ASTI people who make up 28% of the adult prison population
despite only making up 2% of the total Australian population. This demonstrates how
the social differentiation between ASTI people and wider Australian society directly
leads to social exclusion.
Sample Three

Social differentiation contributes to the exclusion of women within contemporary
Australian society as gender is a criterion which divides individuals into social groups on
the basis of perceived differences between groups. Social exclusion is about the inability
of our society to keep all groups and individuals within reach of what we expect as a
society or to realise their full potential. Women experience social exclusion on a micro
level, in the Australian workforce when examining the national gender "pay gap".
Women take home on average $251.20 less than men each week, proving a “pay gap”
of 15.3%, which has remained stuck between 15 per cent and 19 per cent for the past
two decades. Furthermore, historically the workforce has been segregated by gender,
excluding women to work in female dominated industries such as health and child care
services. Similarly, social differentiation has contributed to the social exclusion of women
on a macro scale seen through the lack of women in the Australian Justice system. A
study in October 2018 shows women made up an average of 34% of all members across
Australia's nine parliaments. This statistic accounts for patriarchal stereotype which has
proved continuous through decades. Therefore, social differentiation contributes to the
exclusion of women seen through the inequalities found within contemporary Australian
employment and justice system.
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Collaborative Learning experiences
Collaborative jigsaw tasks can further develop students conceptual understanding
especially when they organise their notes according to concepts. Continue to use cues
whenever possible to guide and support understanding.

Media Article Jigsaw: Irish Travellers
Separate into 5 groups. Each group should read the article linked below for them. Add
notes from the article into each element of the table. Eg group A, write anything you
read about gender from your article in your section of the table, and in the next section
for identity etc. At the end of the lesson make a copy of the completed document of
notes for yourself.
Group A: 'For Traveller Women in Ireland, Life in Changing'Group B: 'Inside the world of Bare-Knuckle boxing'
Group C: 'Dale Farm evictions five Years on'
Group D: 'Irish Travellers- the reality of racism'
Group E: 'It's time to end the last acceptable racism'

•
•
•
•
•

gender
Think about; roles being
traditional, fluid, rigid or
flexible , femininity &
masculinity, domesticity,
patriarchy and status
superiority and inferiority
.

Group a:

identity
Think about: personal,
cultural, national and
ethnic identification,
ingroup and outgroup.

Group a:

•

•

Group b:
Group c:
Group d:
Group e:

Group b:
Group c:
Group d:
Group e:

•

roles and status

Group a:
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Think about: rights and
responsibilities, roles

Group b:
Group c:
Group d:
Group e:

conflict/cooperation
Think about: conflict and
cooperation with
individuals, within groups
and with authority
structures
•

Group a:
Group b:
Group c:
Group d:
Group e:

power, authority,
influence and
decision-making
Think about: power,
empowerment,
disempowerment,
legislation and police
•

Group a:
Group b:
Group c:
Group d:
Group e:
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Session 2: 9.40am-10.20am Achieving cross-cultural understanding
Amanda Newell, Nagle College, Blacktown South

Basic definition of cross-cultural: relating to different cultures or comparison (similarities and
differences) between them.

What is cross-cultural understanding in the context of Society and Culture?
● Cross-cultural understanding is not directly defined in the syllabus, yet is integrated across
many areas of the course in both Year 11 + Year 12.

Start with the beginning and the end in mind:
Where is cross-cultural understanding at the heart of the Society and Culture
course?
NESA, Society and Culture: Stage 6 Syllabus (2013):
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/stage-6-learning-areas/hsie/society-culture
Download in PDF or Word

Rationale p.6

Aims p.8

Objectives p.9

Society and Culture has direct
relevance to the immediate needs
of students and to their future lives
by enabling them to develop
understanding of…
● The societies and cultures
of others

The aim of Society and Culture
Stage 6 is for students to achieve
social and cultural literacy by
developing their knowledge and
understanding about societies and
cultures, developing their social
and cultural research skills, and
promoting positive values and
attitudes essential to achieving
social and cultural literacy.

Through the study of Society and
Culture Stage 6, students will
develop knowledge and
understanding about:

Society and Culture provides
students with the skills to
analyse…complementary and
contrasting viewpoints about
people, societies and cultures.

●

personal, social and
cultural identity and
interactions within
societies and cultures

Informed and responsible values
and attitudes towards:
-

intercultural
understanding
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Framework for Society and Culture (Sect 8.1-8.3 of Syllabus p.15-25)
* Note: All sections of the framework 8.1-8.3 are directly examinable

Where is cross-cultural understanding most prominent in the SAC course framework?
Building Social and cultural literacy (8.3) p.24-25
Social and cultural literacy refers to the idea that people should possess a body of knowledge, understanding
and skills that allows them to share, communicate effectively, and respect themselves and others.
Characteristics of a socially and culturally literate person related to the development and expression of
cross-cultural understanding:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Has a sense of personal, social and cultural identity and understands that culture underpins
one’s behaviour, beliefs and values
Is interested in, observes and asks questions about the micro, meso and macro levels of
society
Empathises with and appreciates the diverse beliefs and values of different societies and cultures
Applies skills to achieve social inclusion and is aware of the issues of discrimination and prejudice
Avoids making judgements of another culture’s practices using the values of his or her own
culture
Has a sense of social responsibility and displays active citizenship by engaging critically with
social issues, and takes considered action for the welfare, dignity, social justice and human rights of
others at the local, national and global levels

= The above points provide teachers with a pathway/roadmap to HOW cross-cultural understanding
can be cultivated within the classroom.

So…what is cross-cultural understanding in the context of the Society and Culture
course?
Key knowledge required for cross-cultural understanding :
- a critical awareness of their own personal identity, culture and experiences
- a depth of information related to a diverse range of cultures beyond the students immediate personal
experiences
Key skills required for cross-cultural understanding:
-

-

the ability to identify and account for differing perspectives and experiences and link them to an
individuals shared values, beliefs, traditions and practices. I.e. individuals and groups experiences of
contemporary issues and worldviews have been shaped by culture.
the ability to analyse contemporary issues from multiple perspectives
the ability to engage in critical inquiry into social issues, without making value judgements based upon
their own culture

What does a student have to be able to know and do in order to work towards achieving high level
cross-cultural understanding in Society and Culture?
Students need to be given opportunities to:
explore other cultures in-depth throughout the course
- deconstruct contemporary social issues from multiple perspectives and account for differences and
similarities through the lens of culture (i.e. shared values, beliefs, practices, traditions etc)
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How can students’ cross-cultural understanding be assessed? (Content + PIP)
Stage 6 Society and Culture Course Performance Band Descriptions
NESA, Society and Culture/Assessment and reporting materials/Performance Band Descriptions for Society and Culture:
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/stage-6-learning-areas/hsie/society-culture/pbd

What are these? The performance band descriptions outline the depth of knowledge, skills and
understanding of a Society and Culture student at each Band Level (Bands 2-6).
How can they help me as a teacher to teach my students? The band descriptors at each level create a
‘picture’ of what a student can and can not do. I.e. they help teachers understand the depth of knowledge,
skills and understanding typical of a student at each band level. Therefore, empowering teachers to
construct teaching and learning sequences/activities that cultivate the development of the knowledge, skills
and understanding at each band level.
* Sections highlighted in yellow are most relevant to cross-cultural understanding
Band 6: a student at this performance level in Society and Culture…
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

demonstrates high level analysis of the complex nature of cultural diversity and commonality and the
relationships within and between social and cultural groups
demonstrates high level application and justification of a range of social and cultural research methods
critically evaluates appropriate course concepts and their influence in societies and cultures
selects and organises information from a range of sources and critically evaluates sources for
usefulness and bias
communicates complex analysis through well-structured and detailed texts using a range of appropriate
terms associated with Society and Culture
critically evaluates continuity and change, strategies for change and implications for societies and
cultures
provides evidence of comprehensive use of planning and review strategies to manage a range of
complex tasks and make effective use of time and resources

Band 5: a student at this performance level in Society and Culture…
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

demonstrates a thorough understanding of cultural diversity and commonality and analyses the nature
of relationships within and between social and cultural groups
demonstrates thorough application and justification of social and cultural research methods
analyses appropriate course concepts and their influence in societies and cultures
selects and organises information from a variety of sources and makes some judgments on the
usefulness and bias of the sources
communicates a well organised and sustained argument through well-structured and detailed texts
using a variety of appropriate terms associated with Society and Culture
evaluates continuity and change and can assess strategies for change and implications for societies
and cultures
provides evidence of thorough use of planning and review strategies to manage a range of complex
tasks and make effective use of time and resources
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Band 4: a student at this performance level in Society and Culture…
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

demonstrates a sound understanding of cultural diversity and commonality and explains the nature of
relationships within and between social and cultural groups
applies appropriate social and cultural research methods
explains appropriate course concepts and their influence in societies and cultures
interprets data from a variety of sources forming sound conclusions
communicates a sound argument through well-structured texts using appropriate language
demonstrates a sound understanding of continuity and change, and some strategies to manage
change
provides some evidence of the use of sound planning and review strategies to manage a number of
tasks and to use time and resources effectively
Note: Band 3 + 2 Course Performance Descriptions have not been included above but can be located on the NESA website.
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The Personal Interest Project (PIP)
Cross-cultural component is a mandatory component of the PIP.
Students should consider the following in the preparation of their Personal Interest Project:

Cross-cultural content
Does the topic reflect some knowledge and understanding of viewpoints different from that of the
immediate culture of the student in terms of, for example, socioeconomic group, gender, ethnicity
or location?
NESA, Society and Culture/Assessment and reporting materials:
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/stage-6-learning-areas/hsie/society-culture/pbd

Clarity of cross-cultural understanding in PIP support materials from NESA:
What is appropriate for a cross-cultural perspective?
There are numerous possibilities but whatever a student chooses has to be explained and justified as to why
it offers a cross-cultural perspective that is different to their own perspective on the issue or topic. This could
include comparing different ethnic or cultural groups, looking at a subculture, comparing males and females
in terms of some cultural differences, class or socioeconomic differences.
Society and Culture Personal Interest Project (PIP) Advice:
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/stage-6-learning-areas/hsie/society-culture/personal-interest-project

Personal Interest Project Examination Criteria:
NESA, Society and Culture Stage 6 Marking Guidelines, Personal Interest Project Updated: November 2019
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/wcm/connect/8e151199-6a09-4b25-8184-f614a4af1557/marking-guidelines-society-and-culture-pip-nov19.p
df?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=

Aspect of the PIP marking criteria most relevant to cross-cultural understanding:
- A demonstrated knowledge and understanding of viewpoints different from the immediate culture of the
student

PIP Marking Guidelines: section/s relevant to cross-cultural understanding:
Criteria

Marks

Comprehensively addresses cross-cultural perspectives and continuity and/or change

33-40

Effectively addresses cross-cultural perspectives and continuity and/or change

25-32

Includes cross-cultural perspectives and continuity and/or change

17-24

Refers to cross-cultural perspectives and/or continuity and/or change

9-16

Minimal reference to cross-cultural perspectives and/or continuity and/or change

1-8

More tips on how to cultivate cross-cultural understanding in the PIP will be available in the ‘All About The PIP’
session after lunch :)
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Building cross-cultural understanding in Year 11
- Where is XC featured in the syllabus?
- How can I build cross-cultural knowledge, skills and understanding in my
students?

Unit 1: The Social and Cultural World (p.26-29 of syllabus)
NESA, Society and Culture: Stage 6 Syllabus (2013):
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/stage-6-learning-areas/hsie/society-culture

Outcomes relevant to cross-cultural understanding:
P3

identifies and describes relationships and interactions within and between social and cultural groups

Content syllabus points relevant to cross-cultural understanding:
Focus study
Looking in/Looking out: Exploring the Social and Cultural World
Students gain an understanding of the social and cultural world through:
·

·

a study, from Australia or overseas, of a cultural group that is different from the student’s own in
relation to TWO of the following:
-

gender

-

identity

-

roles and status

-

conflict/cooperation

-

power, authority, influence and decision-making

reflecting on their experience of their own society and culture and how this may be similar to, or
different from, the cultural group in the focus study undertaken.

Teaching and Learning Ideas: HOW can a teacher create learning experiences that assist in students
developing an understanding of the similarities and differences between social/cultural groups:
Selecting a Focus Study/Cultural Group: Amish, Hazara people of Afghanistan (3rd edition Nelson Society
and Culture text, 2021), The Roma in Europe (Cambridge University Press, Society and Culture text, 2022),
Japan. There are so many more…think about your student group and their experiences/ cultural backgrounds.
Suggestion: Select a Focus Group/culture that is fairly far removed from students (as a collective) immediate
experiences growing up in Australia + their own cultural background. The reason for this suggestion is at this
early stage in the course many students could be struggling with basic social and cultural literacy. I.e. avoiding
ethnocentrism, value based judgements from their own cultural lens, unpacking stereotypes and
generalisations.
As you can see from the syllabus point above, the building blocks for cross-cultural understanding are
coming from the idea that an individual + groups culture has the power to shape SIMILAR + DIFFERENT
experiences of the world. I.e. gender, identity, roles and status, conflict/cooperation, power, authority,
influence and decision-making. See scaffold on next page as a way to structure these comparisons…
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Looking in/Looking out: Exploring the Social and Cultural World
through a focus study of:
The Amish
In the following activity you will be exploring:
- The influence of Amish culture on the construction of identity and gender for Amish
adolescents
- The influence of western culture on the construction of identity and gender for contemporary
Australian adolescents
- Examining the similarities and differences in the influence of culture on identity and gender for
Amish adolescents, compared to contemporary Australian adolescents
Deconstruct the following concepts (highlight + annotate) to assist you with the activity:
Culture
Culture refers to the shared knowledge, attitudes and behaviours that give each society its
coherence, identity and distinctive way of life. Culture is demonstrated by the beliefs, customs,
values, norms, rules, laws, governance, arts, technologies and artefacts that people generate and
use as they interpret meaning from their world and solve present and future problems. Culture is
dynamic and undergoes change, and is therefore not static.
Identity
Identity refers to the sense of self and can be viewed from a personal, social and cultural level.
Identity is formed over a period of time and is the result of interactions at the micro, meso and macro
levels of society. An identity has dimensions or layers that create a sense of inclusion in a group or
culture. Contributing factors to one’s identity may be gender, sexuality, family, class, ethnicity, beliefs,
social status, group membership and national pride.
Gender
Gender refers to the socially constructed differences between females and males. Social life –
including family life, roles, work, behaviour and other activities – is organised around the dimensions
of this difference. Gender also refers to the cultural ideals, identities and stereotypes of masculinity
and femininity and the sexual division of labour in institutions and organisations. Gender reflects the
value a society places on these social constructs, which are particular and unique to a society.

Resources (as a starting point) to complete the tables on the following pages:
- The Amish (BBC) https://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/christianity/subdivisions/amish_1.shtml
- Living with the Amish Episode 2 via clickview: https://clickv.ie/w/bIxs

- Longitudinal Study of Australian Children: Growing Up in Australia, Australian Institute of Family
Studies https://growingupinaustralia.gov.au/
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The Amish:
Amish culture
Shared...

Amish adolescent identity
formation

Amish adolescent gender
formation

Knowledge:

How is adolescent Amish
personal identity formed?

Describe the Amish concept of
‘gender’. i.e. gender is synonymous to
biological sex or is it a more fluid construction?

Attitudes:
What role does gender play in
shaping the identity of young
men and women in Amish
communities?

What are the roles and
expectations of female Amish
adolescents?

Behaviours:

Beliefs (especially
religious):

How is ‘status’ constructed in
Amish communities?
What are the roles and
expectations of male Amish
adolescents?

Customs:
How is adolescent Amish social
identity (as part of the group)
formed? Can you provide evidence of this?
Values (e.g. pride):

Norms (e.g. gender
roles):

Explain how adolescent Amish
Explain how adolescent Amish
identity is influenced by culture: gender construction is
influenced by culture:

Rules/laws/authority:

Use of technologies/or
lack of use:
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Western cultures
(e.g. British, American, Australian)

Shared Knowledge:

Western adolescent identity
formation (e.g. British, American, Australian)

Western adolescent gender
formation

How western adolescent
personal identity formed?

Describe a contemporary
perspective of ‘gender’. i.e. gender
is synonymous to biological sex or is it a more fluid
construction?

Attitudes:

What are the roles and
expectations of female
adolescents in contemporary
Australian society?

Behaviours:

Beliefs (especially
religious):

How western adolescent social
identity formed?

Customs:
What are the roles and
expectations of male
adolescents in contemporary
Australian society?

Values (e.g. pride):

Norms (e.g. gender
roles):
Explain how western
adolescent personal and social
identities are influenced by
culture:
Rules/laws:

Explain how contemporary
Australian adolescent gender
construction is influenced by
western culture:

Use of technologies/or
lack of use:

Co-construction of the following response using information in their tables:

Discuss the similarities and differences in the formation of identity and gender for Amish and
contemporary Australian adolescents.
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Year 11 Society and Culture:
Media Watch
An excellent Society and Culture learner does not just ‘study’ Society and
Culture. Rather, they apply the conceptual frameworks of the course to
seek out understanding and meaning in the world around them. Through
this awareness they develop a sociological imagination (sociologist C. W.
Mills, 1959). According to Mills, the sociological imagination refers to ‘the
developing awareness of the relationship between personal experience
and the wider society’ (1959).
In order to develop your sociological imagination and a deeper
(interconnected) understanding of the Society and Culture course we are all going to be media
watchers!
An essential part of Society and Culture is the application of the course to the 'real world'. I.e. In the
Year 11 and Year 12 syllabus this is framed as 'contemporary context/issues' and also an essential
part in developing your own sense of Social and Cultural Literacy. A way to ensure that you and your
peers are developing a broad and interconnected understanding of the course and the 'real world’, is
through an ongoing 'media watch' activity.

__________________________________________________________________________
Media Watch Activity:
1. Once a week, throughout the year a 30 minute time allocation will be given over in class to you or
one of your peers.
2. During this scheduled time a member of the class will have 30 minutes to work through a specific
piece of contemporary media (from the last 3 years).
3. The piece of media will be deconstructed by the class using 5 questions that are constructed by
the student presenting that week.
Questions should be designed to relate key concepts and ideas of the course to the contemporary
issue/issues being addressed in the article. Questions should be challenging and promote higher
order thinking.
4. This activity is important as it provides you, your teacher and peers with the following:
-

An insight into contemporary issues
a media ‘file’ to draw ideas from when developing your PIP topic
Exposure to a variety of social and cultural issues from varying perspectives
Practice in applying course concepts

This activity involves each individual being allocated a specific 30 minute in-class time frame to run a
tutorial with your peers that utilises a piece of stimulus that illuminates both a contemporary issue and
links to the course. Media Watch will run throughout the preliminary course (Terms 1-3).
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In the tutorial the following point should be addressed:
1. A copy of the stimulus should be provided to students in printed or electronic copy. The
stimulus should take approx 5 - 7 minutes to work through as a class.
2. A short activity that deconstructs the stimulus and gets students to draw links between a
selection of the following:
a. Relevant course concepts (Fundamental, Additional, Related)
b. A specific syllabus dot point
c. Acknowledgement and discussion of different perspectives on the chosen
contemporary issue. I.e. differences related to gender, ethnicity, age, location etc.
You may also want to consider HOW the stimulus can be used to expand your general knowledge
and vocabulary.
Remember: you only have 30 minutes so please be selective in the concepts and dot points you
decide to cover. It is important to have a depth of discussion of fewer concepts/ideas.

NOTE: You will need to have your media selected and submitted to your teacher on FRIDAY
before your tutorial with the class. This will give your teacher the opportunity to review the media,
submit any photocopying and distribute to the class prior to your tutorial for pre-reading.
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Unit 2: Personal and Social Identity (p.30-32 of syllabus)
NESA, Society and Culture: Stage 6 Syllabus (2013):
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/stage-6-learning-areas/hsie/society-culture

Outcomes relevant to cross-cultural understanding:
P2

describes personal, social and cultural identity

P3

identifies and describes relationships and interactions within and between social and cultural groups

Content syllabus points relevant to cross-cultural understanding:
The nature of the development of personal and social identity
·

‘adolescence’ as a social construct and its validity for different cultures

Focus study
Looking in/Looking out: Exploring the Processes of Socialisation
Students are to:
·

conduct a comparative cross-generational study of how the processes of socialisation have changed
over time within the student’s own cultural context, using the research method of questionnaire or
focus group

·

conduct a study of the transition through life stages in a cultural group different from the student’s own
– this may be a further development of the cultural group study undertaken in The Social and Cultural
World depth study

·

apply ethical research practices and follow the steps of the research process to:
-

develop and administer a questionnaire that contains both open and closed questions and that is
suitable for people from different generations

-

compile, analyse and synthesise the results obtained

-

present the findings and conclusions about these findings in an appropriate format.

Teaching and Learning Ideas: HOW can a teacher create learning experiences that assist in students
developing cross-cultural understanding from the perspective of different GENERATIONS:
Focus Study section of PSI- Fantastic opportunity to build student capacity in:
-

Examining cross-cultural understanding from the lens of different GENERATIONS
Engage in primary research (questionnaire) related to cross-cultural understanding
Analyse + write up research results from the lens of cross-cultural understanding
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Sample Assessment- Year 11 Society and Culture
Assessment Notification
Personal and Social Identity: Research Task (Hand In)
Developed with colleagues Tamara Francis and Danielle Deguara, Clancy Catholic College

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES: A student:
P1. Identifies and applies social and cultural concepts
P2. Describes personal, social and cultural identity
P3. Identifies and describes relationships and interactions within and between social and cultural groups
P5. Explains continuity and change and their implications for societies and cultures
P7. Selects, organises and considers information from a variety of sources for usefulness, validity and bias
P8. Plan and conducts ethical social and cultural research
P9. Uses appropriate course language and concepts suitable for different audiences and context
P10. Communicates information, ideas and issues using appropriate written, oral and graphic forms.

CONTEXT FOR THE TASK
The focus of this study is the process of socialisation and the development of personal and social identity,
and coming of age of individuals in a variety of social and cultural settings. Students have learned about
social and cultural research methods, applying the fundamental concepts of Society and Culture within
the context of socialisation, personal and social identity and adolescence. Students have investigated the
interconnection between the fundamental, additional and depth study concepts of Society and Culture.
This task provides students with the opportunity to apply their knowledge and skills in an individual
research project, following the ‘social research process’ outlined in p.28 of the Society and Culture
Syllabus.

TASK RUBRIC
You will be marked on your ability to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Outline a chosen focus question
Examine the topic of study using a variety of secondary research
Discuss how this topic links to your micro, meso and macro world
Execute and apply two primary research methods (one of them must be a questionnaire)
Analyse and interpret primary research results in relation to the experiences of an individual or
group from a different cultural background
Evaluate the consequences of the results for the focus question and suggest possible areas of
further research
Integrate a range of key Society and Culture concepts within an report-style written document
Utilise a range of appropriate written and visual methods of communication
Correctly acknowledge secondary and primary sources using the Footnoting Referencing system.
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TASK INSTRUCTIONS
This task is research report. You are required to conduct independent research in a particular
area of your choice, gather and interpret a range of secondary data, implement and interpret
primary data and communicate your findings effectively as a research report. This follows the
research sequence of a ‘mini PIP’.

PART A: Research Report (1800 - 2000 words)
Select ONE topic area of research from the list below:
●
●
●
●
●
●

The processes of socialisation and the development of personality, self-awareness and
self-concept;
The development of identity and the social self;
The role of socialisation and the influence of agents of socialisation on the development of
personal and social identity;
Understanding the nature versus nurture debate;
The concept of adolescence and its validity for different cultures; or
Theoretical understanding of physical and social self through an overview and critique of the
theories of one of the following theorists: David Elkind, Carol Gilligan, Robert Havighurst,
Jane Loevinger or Jean Piaget.

Your research report should specifically address the following points:
(You can use the following questions as sub-headings in your report).
1. Outline your chosen research question or statement. (Approximately 100 words)
2. Using secondary research, critique the topic of study. Do not rely on the textbook alone. You
could use journals, articles and/or research papers. You should use a minimum of three
sources that are academic in nature. (Approximately 400 words.)
3. Explain how this topic links to fundamental and additional concepts in relation to micro, meso
and macro levels of society. (Approximately 300 words.)
4. In order to investigate your research question you must develop and administer a
questionnaire containing both quantitative and qualitative questions,
AND select one primary research method from the list below to investigate your chosen focus
question:
- participant observation
- observation;
- interview;
- focus group; or
- quantitative and qualitative content analysis.
In your appendix, you will include a COPY of your questionnaire, observation, interview, focus group,
and/or quantitative and qualitative content analysis results. (COPY will not contribute to word count.)
5.
-

Analyse your results in relation to the research question and secondary evidence.
How are your primary research results similar to existing secondary research?
How are your primary research results different to existing secondary research?
What conclusions can you make from BOTH the primary and secondary data gathered?
(Approximately 500 words.)
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6. Analyse your research results in relation to the experiences of group members from a
different culture. (Cross-cultural)
For example:
- Different ethnicity and/or
- Different time (generation) and/or
- Different environment and/or
- Different gender.
- What conclusions can you draw between the experiences of the different cultural groups
being investigated? (i.e. compare research findings from Q5 to Q6). (Approximately 500
words.)
• Please note: This may influence your choice of primary research method.
7. Evaluate the consequences of the results for your focus question and possible areas of
further research (Approximately 200 words.)
- This means you need to answer your research question and suggest areas for future
research.

PART B: Annotated Reference List (not included in report word count)
Provide an annotated bibliography of all the sources that you used to complete this task. An
annotated reference list/bibliography means you give the publication details of the source and then
write 2-3 sentences [100 - 200 words], for EACH source used, about:
-

Why the source was/was not useful for your research question.
Does the source contain unacknowledged bias? (The author is one-sided and does not
acknowledge multiple perspectives on the selected issue).
- Is the source valid? (Where do statistics come from and how large are the sample
sizes?)
- Is the source reliable? i.e. consider origins of the source, author etc.
See examples and a scaffold on pages 136 in textbook.
Please note: All secondary and primary sources used need to be referenced using the Footnoting
system of referencing. The preferred Macquarie University Footnoting/Referencing guide will be
featured on Google Classroom and emailed out to assist you.

Appendix (not included in report word count)
The appendix section of the report contains a sample of your primary research methods. E.g. a
blank or completed copy of your questionnaire, interview questions and transcript/notes, content
analysis template.

PLEASE NOTE:
You will be given ONE lesson per week to work on Task 2.
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As this research project goes over a number of weeks it is important to develop a schedule. The
following are checkpoints you are required to meet throughout your research:
Week & Task

Completed/incomplete

By the end of Week 3 - You have completed the class google doc and
finalised your question
By the end of Week 5 - You have obtained and critiqued your 3
academic sources
By the end of Week 6- You have constructed your primary research
scaffolds and had them approved (Questionnaire + one other)
Week 7-8 - You are analysing your primary research results and
comparing them to secondary research (similarities/differences).
Week 9-10 - You are writing up your secondary research. Final draft to
be completed no later than Saturday 30th June (end of Week 9).
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MARKING CRITERIA:
PRELIMINARY SOCIETY AND CULTURE– TASK 2
Through the completion of the research report, the student has demonstrated the ability to:
Outc
omes

E
(0-6)

P1,
P8

- Plan an
investigation
and outline
information
from some
secondary
sources.
- Identify some
links between
the chosen
research topic
and
fundamental
and/or
additional
concepts.

- Plan an
investigation and
describe
information from
some secondary
sources.

- Plan an
investigation and
discuss
information from
some secondary
sources.

- Describe some
links between the
chosen research
topic and
fundamental
and/or additional
concepts.

P5,
P10

- Outline
research
results.

- Describe
research results.

- Describe links
between the
chosen research
topic and
fundamental and
additional
concepts in
relation to micro,
meso and macro
levels of society.
- Describe
research results
in relation to
chosen research
question.

P3,
P10

- Outline
research
results.

P5

- Identify some
research
results.

- Describe some
research results
which relate to the
experiences of
group members
from a different
culture.
- Outline some
research results
relating to the
focus question.

P1,
P2,
P3

P10

P8,
P10

D
(7-12)

- Communicate
some
information,
ideas and
issues using
written and/or
graphic forms.

- Communicate
information, ideas
and issues using
written and graphic
forms.

- Present a
bibliography.

- Present an
annotated
bibliography for a
few sources.

C
(13-18)

- Describe
research results
in relation to the
experiences of
group members
from a different
culture.
- Describe some
consequences of
research results
for the focus
question and/or
areas of future
research.
- Communicate
information, ideas
and issues using
appropriate
written and
graphic forms
within the
specified word
limit.
- Present an
annotated
bibliography with
a range of
sources.

B
(19-24)

A
(25-30)

- Plan an
investigation and
critique
information from
a variety of
secondary
sources.
- Explain links
between the
chosen research
topic and relevant
fundamental and
additional
concepts in
relation to micro,
meso and macro
levels of society.
- Discuss
research results
in relation to
chosen research
question and
secondary
sources.
- Discuss
research results
in relation to the
experiences of
group members
from a different
culture.
- Discuss the
consequences of
research results
for the focus
question and
areas of future
research.
- Succinctly
communicate
information, ideas
and issues using
appropriate
written and
graphic forms
within the
specified word
limit.
- Present an
accurate
annotated
bibliography with
a range of
sources.

- Thoroughly plan
an investigation and
critique information
from a variety of
perspectives and
secondary sources.
- Explain detailed
links between the
chosen research
topic and relevant
fundamental and
additional concepts
in relation to micro,
meso and macro
levels of society.
- Analyse research
results in relation to
chosen research
question and
secondary sources
to draw clear
conclusions.
- Analyse research
results in relation to
the experiences of
group members
from a different
culture.
- Evaluate the
consequences of
research results for
the focus question
and areas of future
research.
- Comprehensively
and succinctly
communicate
information, ideas
and issues using
effective appropriate
written and graphic
forms within the
specified word limit.
- Present an
accurate and
detailed annotated
bibliography with a
range of sources.

Corresponding
Questions in
Task
Instructions

1, 2

3

4

5

6

ALL

Annotated
Bibliography
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Unit 3: Intercultural Communication (p.33-34 of syllabus)
NESA, Society and Culture: Stage 6 Syllabus (2013):
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/stage-6-learning-areas/hsie/society-culture

Outcomes relevant to cross-cultural understanding:
P3

identifies and describes relationships and interactions within and between social and cultural groups

Content syllabus points relevant to cross-cultural
understanding:
Related Course Concepts
Acculturation

Continuity
and Change

Cultural
Heritage

Cultural
Relativism

Customs

Cultural
Diversity

Stereotypes

Values

Cultural
Transmission

Focus study
Looking in/Looking out: Exploring Intercultural Communication
·

·

Choose a cultural group and examine:
-

aspects of society and culture that are similar to or different from the student’s own cultural group
through the research method of secondary research

-

the existence of group identity and commitment to cultural continuity

-

examples of potential intercultural misunderstanding

-

strategies for dealing with intercultural misunderstanding

-

the role of intercultural exchange in gaining cultural perception and values

-

the role of intercultural dialogue in effective intercultural communication.

Apply ethical research practices and follow the steps of the research process to:
-

develop a set of interview questions that includes both open and closed questions and is suitable
for a person from a culture different from the student’s own

-

interview a person from a culture different from the student’s own

-

analyse and synthesise the results

-

present the findings and conclusions about these findings in an appropriate format.

Note: Cultural difference may be based on gender, religion or ethnicity.
Teaching and Learning Ideas: HOW can a teacher create learning experiences that assist in students
developing cross-cultural understanding from increasingly diverse perspectives i.e. GENDER,
RELIGION, ETHNICITY by applying a more diverse range of research methods such as secondary
research + interview:
Focus Study section of I/C- Fantastic opportunity to build student capacity in:
-

Examining cross-cultural understanding from the lens of different GENDER, RELIGION, ETHNICITY
Engage in research (secondary + primary-interviews) related to cross-cultural understanding
Analyse + synthesise + write up research results from the lens of cross-cultural understanding
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Teaching and Learning Ideas for developing cross-cultural understanding in I/C:
●

●

Consider the choice of Focus Group based upon where students have been and where they are going
in their exposure to cross-cultural understanding. I.e. try not to replicate focus study groups from
Preliminary to HSC, but they could be related. E.g. Looking at Japan for I/C and then Anime for Popular
Culture
Invite a guest speaker from a different culture and work with students to co-construct interview
questions, conduct the interview, analyse/synthesise results. Tips: local police cultural liaison officers,
local NGO’s, local religious groups etc.
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HSC Course: HOW + WHERE can cross-cultural understanding be developed
further for students?
By the end of Year 11 students have been exposed to cross-cultural understanding in the following
forms:
- How a person's culture leads to similarities and differences in life experiences
- How a person’s culture can impact upon their perceptions and attitudes towards contemporary social
issues
- A cross-cultural perspective can include a difference in: ethnicity, age (generations), gender or religion.
- Investigating cross-cultural perspectives in a comparative way applying secondary research,
questionnaires, focus groups and interviews.
Where do Year 12 students have opportunities to further develop cross-cultural understanding:
- The most obvious is through the research processes of the Personal Interest Project (PIP)
- In HSC content cross-cultural understanding is manifested in a deeper understanding of:
● The diverse impacts of change and continuity upon DIFFERENT GROUPS + INDIVIDUALS in
contemporary society and into the near future
● The diverse impacts of change and continuity within GROUPS in contemporary society and
into the near future

HSC Core: Social and Cultural Continuity and Change (p.36-38 of syllabus)
NESA, Society and Culture: Stage 6 Syllabus (2013):
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/stage-6-learning-areas/hsie/society-culture

Outcomes relevant to cross-cultural understanding:
H3

analyses relationships and interactions within and between social and cultural groups

H5

analyses continuity and change and their influence on personal and social futures

Content syllabus points relevant to cross-cultural understanding:
Focus study
Social and Cultural Continuity and Change in a Selected Country
Students will study in detail a country in order to:
·

examine the impact of continuity and change upon the lives of individuals and groups in the micro,
meso and macro levels of society.

In relation to the selected country, students will examine:
·

Which groups benefit from change? Which do not?
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Teaching and Learning Ideas: HOW can a teacher create learning experiences that assist in students
developing a cross-cultural understanding of the impacts of continuity and change BETWEEN different
cultural groups + individuals and WITHIN these groups:
-

-

When examining change and continuity, assist students in deconstructing the impacts of change on
different groups and varying impacts on individuals within these groups. As these variations in
experience and impacts are often a result of cultural differences.
When looking at the near future (next 5 to 10 years) also consider what the future looks like for different
groups and also for different individuals within groups.

-

Sample Activity: Social and Cultural Continuity and Change in India:
Gender roles and status of men and women
Which groups benefit from change? Which do not?
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The TAKEAWAYS from Session 2: Achieving
cross-cultural understanding
Key KNOWLEDGE required for cross-cultural understanding in S&C :
- a critical awareness of their own personal identity, culture and
experiences
- a depth of information related to a diverse range of cultures beyond
the students immediate personal experiences
Key SKILLS required for cross-cultural understanding:
-

-

the ability to identify and account for differing perspectives and
experiences and link them to an individuals shared values, beliefs,
traditions and practices. I.e. individuals and groups experiences of
contemporary issues and worldviews have been shaped by culture.
the ability to analyse contemporary issues from multiple perspectives
the ability to engage in critical inquiry into social issues, without making
value judgements based upon their own culture

What does a student have to be able to KNOW and DO in order to work
towards achieving high level cross-cultural understanding in Society
and Culture?
Students need to be given opportunities to:
explore other cultures in-depth throughout the course
deconstruct contemporary social issues from multiple perspectives and
account for differences and similarities through the lens of culture (i.e. shared
values, beliefs, practices, traditions etc)
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LEARNING SERVICES@ STATE LIBRARY
PAULINE FITZGERALD
(MANAGER, LEARNING SERVICES, STATE LIBRARY OF NSW)
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Continuity,
change and
contemporary
context

× Distinguishing between continuity and change
× Using concepts to assess continuity and change
× Applying the contemporary context
× Addressing the impact of technologies
× Understanding transformative, evolutionary and resistance to change.
× Application of theories
× Influence of continuity and change at the macro, meso and micro levels

Social change refers to any significant alteration over
time in behavior patterns and cultural values and norms.
CONTINUITY

HOW

WHY

CHANGE

HOW

WHY
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Narrative

Contemporary context
The following points are to be integrated across the study of ….. (Year 11)

×
×

use examples drawn from contemporary society
examine the impact of technologies, including communication technologies, on
continuity and change

Related concepts

×
×

Continuity and change (SCW and IC)
Social construct (PSI)

Contemporary context
The following points are to be integrated across the study of …… (HSC)

×
×
×
×
×

Use examples drawn from contemporary society
Assess the impact of technologies, including communication technologies, on
continuity and change
Examine a contemporary issue
Apply a social theory to a selected country and assess its ability to explain both
continuity and change (CORE)
Assess the role and value of social and cultural research in the examination of
contemporary societies and cultures (CORE)
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Using
concepts to
assess
continuity
and change

1950

1980

2020

• _____
• _____

• _____
• _____

• _____
• _____
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The different physical
setting in this
advertisement are the
coastal beaches shown in
the clothing worn by
citizens, pools and
swimming depicted by
the summer inflatables,
and the authority of
Australia in relation to
rules and regulations of
the organisations in
power.

Different physical
Australian settings
such as office
buildings, coastal
beaches and open
country spaces depict
the varied climate of
Australia and the
environment that has
changed over time
through the influence
of globalisation and
technology.

Environment
Identify the different
physical settings in the
advertisement
What does this say
about Australian
culture?

Culture
What aspects of each
culture or subculture
are used to depict each
society in the
advertisement?
What common beliefs
are believed to be
shared among
Australians?

Society
Which societies are
identified in this
advertisement?

Australia Day Lamb Ad
2019
Sam Kekovich has a
cameo in the ad, handing
a plate of lamb to a NewZealander, and pictures
of the changing prime
ministers influence
Australia’s position at
the time. Edmund Barton
is also depicted in the
settlement of Australia
as a nation.
The parliament house
Sport groups, federal
group of Australia, as
governments, the
royal family, and local well as Australian
businessmen,
communities within
communities and
different nations
civilians are societies
emphasise the
current hybrid society that connect with New
Zealand communities to
of Australia.
explore Australia’s
multiculturalism.
The New Zealand and
Cultural aspects such
Australian society are
as Japanese bowing
both depicted to have
customs, warm beer
as an English practice, common cultures of
and the royal family in sport and the beach, as
well as their love for
Copenhagen reveal
food and the cultural
the stereotypical
ideas of each society. landmarks of history that
have been shared
Common beliefs
between the two.
explored through
In this advertisement,
Australians include
there is the common
lamb as a cultural
belief of swimming, sport
food, cricket as a
recreational sport and and summer activities
shared among
beer as a social
Australians.
pastime.

Australia Day Lamb
Ad 2016
Lee Lin Chin plays the
powerful role as the
‘lambassador’,
reoccurring Sam
Kekovich is featured,
and portrayal of the
Australian Prime
Minister represents
Australian authority.

Society and Culture
Fundamental Concepts
Persons
Identify the influential
people within this
advertisement

Local communities,
individuals, the prime
minister,
travellers/tourists and
explorers, and
astronauts are used to
connect the
relationships within
Australia and between
other nations.
Each society in the
advertisement is
depicted through news
reporters and the
common practice of
television media around
the world. The common
beliefs that are shared
among Australians are
barbecues,
connection/relationships
and unity with the rest
of the world. In this ad,
Australia has become an
isolated continent and
wishes to reconnect
with the world.
The different physical
settings including
apartments and highrise buildings,
government
headquarters, outer
space, and airports
highlight the effect that
globalisation and
industrialisation has had
on Australia and the
coastal/pacific climate of
the land compared to
that of other nations.

Australia Day Lamb Ad
2022
Sam Kekovich reappears
as the initiator of the
‘National Lamb Rollout’,
while the explorer of
Australia is represented
as a modern-day Captain
Cook and owner of the
faculty of international
studies.
The meaning of
Australia Day has
changed over time
through the influence
of commercialism,
multiculturalism, and
the transformation of
the Australian
identity. The holiday
is no longer widely
celebrated due to the
controversy of what is
being celebrated and
the date of the
holiday relating to
discriminative events.
The meaning of Australia
day is further being
influenced by technology
and the commercialism
of Australia in this
advertisement. In
comparison to the 2016
ad, there is now an
approach to connect
Australia with its fellow
neighbours in allusion to
the colonisation of the
countries. This also
shows the dependency
that Australia and New
Zealand have with each
other, as the two
countries are ‘asking
favours’ of each other.

The meaning of Australia
Day has further changed
over the course of time
and is now no longer
depicted as a holiday
that is related to lambeating, but rather about
Australia’s connection
with the rest of the
world. In comparison to
the 2016 ad which had
elements of
discrimination and
persuasion towards
lamb-eating, this ad
sends the message of
including communities
through a common
factor/interest.

These ads demonstrate an evolution of the Australian identity, as over time they explore that it has a
different meaning for every individual and different cultural groups. The ads show this shaping of an
Australian identity over time through the slow elimination of stereotypes and the effects of
technology, globalisation, commercialism, and multiculturalism. These include the change in
perspective on the cultural custom of lamb in relation to Australia Day, the holiday’s celebration
itself, the relationship Australia has connecting with other countries, and the expectations of a
hybrid society.

2. How do these ads demonstrate an evolution of the Australian identity?

Over time the ads become less focused on Australia day and the lamb eating itself, as this further
depicts the hybrid society and unity of Australia with the rest of the world. In the 2016 ad, there is
discrimination evident of vegans/vegetarians and aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. In the
2019 ad, Australia’s economy is depicted to be suffering and in order to overcome this the
government wishes to ‘piggyback’ on New Zealand. In the 2022 ad, stereotypes and common beliefs
are less evident which over time has changed the ads to include less judgement and more inclusion
of societies in relation to Australia Day.

2. What changes can you identify across the three ads?

Across the three ads, there is a continuity of lamb as a connection between micro, meso and macro
Australian communities. Sam Kerkovich is also kept as a reappearing feature of the ads as they
change over time, and there is a common theme of unity, Australia’s aim for a hybrid society, and
inclusion used to bring together and celebrate a country.

1. What continuities can you identify across the three ads?

QUESTIONS:

Time
How has the public
acknowledgement of
Australia Day changed
over time?

Fundamental
concepts

As mentioned above, the ad
has each societal group utilize
aspects such as language, food
and dress as representations of
their culture. For instance,
phrases such as ‘mob’ and
‘chilly bin’ are used to outline
the groups of Indigenous
Australian and New Zealander,
whilst Western colonial clothing
is used to highlight societies
such as Britain and France.
In the advertisement, some of
the common Australian beliefs
highlighted include the cultural
significance of having a
barbeque on the beach, food
and drink appreciation and the
mockery of vegan lifestyle.

Within the societal references
of the ad, are some cultural
aspects used to depict each
society. This includes (but not
What aspects of
limited to), the cultural
each culture or
response of bowing to one
subculture are used another in Tokyo, the
reference to the cosmetic
to depict each
industry through a dentistry in
society in the
Los Angeles, the reference to
advertisement?
Danish monarchy and royalty
and the mention of Australian
tourism in Bali.
What common
Some of the common beliefs
beliefs are believed shared amongst Australian
to be shared among society are interpreted and
outlined in the ad; including
Australians?
the importance of Australia
Day and the consumption of

Culture

Society

Along with Australian, there
was mention of British, French,
New Zealander, German,
Chinese, Greek, Italian and
Serbian groups of individuals each representing aspects of
their societies through features
such as food, language and
dress.

The cast of the ad is diverse,
with guest appearances from
Cathy Freeman, Wendell
Sailor, Poh Ling Yeow and
former chair of the National
Australia Day Council Adam
Gilchrist.

Some of the cities and
countries cited in the
television ad include Warsaw
Which societies are Poland, London UK, Tokyo
Japan, Los Angeles USA,
identified in the
Twickenham England,
advertisement?
Brooklyn USA , Bali Indonesia
and Copenhagen Denmark.

Identify the
influential people
within the
advertisement

Some of the influential people
within the 2016 Australia Day
Lamb Ad are former SBS
newsreader Lee Lin Chin and
other Australian icons
including Sam Kekovich, radio
personalities Fitzy and Wippa,
former Australian rugby union
captain Stephen Moore and
Australian fast bowler Mitchell
Johnson.

Australia Day Lamb Ad Australia Day Lamb Ad
2016
2017

Formative 3.

Society and
Culture

Persons
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China: The production of
Australian-themed souvenirs
(industrialisation and mass
production)
USA: Elon Musk and NASA
(advanced technology),
conspiracy theorists and
President Biden (the US
government system).
Australia: Barbeques and
meat (reference to farming,
and meat/food appreciation)

The 2022 Australia Day Lamb ad
makes comical reference to many
societies and their current relationship
with Australia. For instance, president
Biden from the US, the French in their
Submarine and China with their trade.

Lambassador Sam Kekovich leads a
national lamb rollout in the comical
clip, enlisting Australians to fire up the
barbecue and unify the world over a
cutlet.

Australia Day Lamb Ad 2022

Response listed below.

Response listed below.

The advertisement is set on an
Australian beach, with bushland
in the background and the
ocean and shoreline in the
foreground. This indulges the
Australian stereotype of
possessing beautiful beaches
and landscape.

Response Listed Below

These setting changes are different to
those commonly seen in the lamb
advertisements, due to the recent
influence of Covid-19. This
demonstrates how the physical
settings mentioned in the
advertisement have become a reality
in Australian culture.

Some of the physical settings identified
in the lamb ad include; the desolate
and isolated airports, the deteriorating
university building, the lockdown-style
bunker and the large and empty open
park spaces.

Time: Whilst the ads individually do not demonstrate a shift in public acknowledgement
for Australia Day, when the time frame between all three advertisements is compared,
this public shift can be noted. Primarily, the biggest shift that can be seen is through the
change in the name of the ad, and it’s connection to Australia Day. As awareness and
public acknowledgement has grown of the significance of Australia Day to Indigneous

How has the public
acknowledgement
of Australia Day
changed over time?

Time

What does this say
about Australian
culture?

Some of the physical
environments identified in the
add include; the hostile, gray
Identify the different and fiercely cold Warsaw, the
warm and cozy bar of London,
physical settings in industrial
skyscrapers of
the advertisement Tokyo and the tropical and
isolated landscape of Bali.

Environment

meat, the love and comfort of
Australian society and
Australia’s military strength.
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These ads provide a modern timeframe of the evolution of Australian society. Through
the use of the media, these ads document and reflect some of the most current political
and social events of each year of Australian history. These are able to provide insight
into what Australian values were, and what they’ve become, as Australians have
changed and progressed over time. In retrospect, these documentations are of equal
negative and positive value, as they help to preserve parts of the Australian identity that
we have been urged to change due to their inequity and prejudice. It is however part of
a valuable lesson to see what we have done, thought and believed and how we can
change such.

3. How do these ads demonstrate an evolution of the Australian identity?

Whilst all the ads typically reference current political events, the storyline tends to vary
and change depending on what events it references. This therefore means that the ads
contrast each other with each year.

It is evident that as time passes, the ads develop and shift with the current socialpolitical climate of Australia. For instance, as awareness increases about the origins
and cultural impact that the celebration of Australia day has on Indigenous Australians,
the ad will not specifically reference Australia Day. This however is a recent shift, as
some of the older ads still do so.

2. What changes can you identify across the three ads?

All feature influential Australian personalities as a strategy to promote the
feelings of familiarity and interest whilst establishing authority.
The ads typically reference current political and social events.
All promote Australian lifestyle; beaches, relaxation, bbq etc.
All have reference or influence from other societies.
All outline the importance of togetherness and collectivity.
All provoke public backlash/conversation due to controversy.

Some of the continuities that have been identified across the 2016, 2017 and 2022
Lamb Day ads are as follows;

1. What continuities can you identify across the three ads?

Australians, the ad has also made the shift to avoid referencing Australia Day explicitly.
This however is a more recent change, as Australia day is still the focus of the ad in
2016. Something that has also changed since the 2016 ad is a greater promotion of
multiculturalism and diversity in Australia, as the two more recent ads conclude with
several nations uniting in Australia, whilst in the past the Australia Day lamb ads were
more centralized around Australian culture and people.

Applying a
contemporary
context
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The impact of
technologies
Why is this important to our
understanding of continuity and
change?

× “examine the impact of

×

× We cannot escape our
contemporary context!
Private experience =
Public knowledge.

technologies, including
communication technologies,
×
on continuity and change”
“Technological innovation” is
directly referred to in the
NESA definition of “Change”
as an agent of change
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Understanding
the nature of
change
Transformative
Evolutionary
Resistance to change

×

Continuity
needed to
maintain
identity

×

Impact depends
on context

×

Transformative
change

Change driven
by social
networks who
respond to
either micro or
macro level
changes

Evolutionary
change

×

Continuity gives
a sense of
stability and
predictability at
the macro level.

×

Change is often
agitated at the
micro and meso
level

Resistance to
change

Change is a complex process
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×

completely alters
existing
structures

×

occur at multiple
levels

×

profound and
permanent.”

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

×

slow alteration in
the institutions or
social roles of a
society

×

internal sources
e.g. technological
innovation

×

external sources e.g
environmental

×

fight back
against
impacts and
implications
of change

What are some of the changes that have taken place?
Can you identify any catalysts for these changes?
Which changes are positive and which are negative? Justify your response
Can you identify continuity?
Could you consider any of these changes progress?
Who/which groups benefit? Who/which groups don’t?
Can you link this change to any of the ‘isations’?
Can a theory be applied to this case study? Which one? Why and How?
Which SAC concepts best apply to this article/issue? Give some examples
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CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT – TABLE
Example/Case study

Change or continuity?
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Type
of
Transformative,
Evolutionary,
Resistance
Complex?

change?
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Type of change
Evolutionary Change

Micro example

Meso Example

Macro Example

The process of structural change
that creates a slow alteration in
the institutions or social roles ofa
society that are then integrated
into that society.
Evolutionary change, like allsocial
change, can occur as a result of
internal
sources,
such as
ideological and/or cultural shifts
or technological innovation, or
external sources, such as
environmental
conditions,
acculturation
or
cultural
diffusion.

Transformative change:

“A process whereby personal and
social structures and systems work
to create broad- based social
change that completely alters
existing structures within society.
To be transformative, change
needs to occur at multiple levels
that combine shifts in people’s
values, aspirations and behaviours
with wider shifts in processes,
strategies, practices and systems
of the society. Transformative
change
is
profound
and
permanent”

Resistance to change
Actions resisting the impacts and
implications of change for both
individuals and groups within
society

Change as a complex process
Who benefits from change and who
does not?
Is all change progress?
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The influence
of continuity
and change
Considering the future

×
×
×
×
×
×
×

What was it like when…?
What will it be like in the near
future?
What did _______ particular
gender think previously…?
Just how strong are the
continuities?
How did youth of the day…?
What would happen if…?
How would … impact …?

×
×
×
×
×

Were the behaviors then
different to today?
Will there be profound
change?
Does that change mean
progress?
Who benefits from that
change and who does not?
How has technology
accelerated the change?
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ENGAGING IN THE FUTURE
Think back to three key events that
have occurred in the past 100
years. Imagine a different outcome
for these events. What would the
present look like today? Compare
your events and outcomes with a
partner…

Create a collage of images
related to what you think
the future might look
like…
In pairs, choose a contemporary issue that is
currently affecting society. Create TWO
newspaper articles that present alternative
outcomes
(futures)
for
this
issue

Create a series of timelines
(micro and macro). Pick an event
on the timeline and add arrows
to

show

“good”

and

“bad”

alternative futures.
Make a list of TEN questions you
have about the future. As a
class, collate the key themes
that are common in the
individual lists. Rank the
themes in order of most
important to least important.

Create a “top ten’” playlist by
finding songs about the future
OR find one “futuristic” song
you love and create a video
montage of futures images
and scenes.

Taking inspiration from the Society and Culture fundamental
concepts diagram, create a metaphor for the future.
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The A-gender
Advocate
• Choose from ONE of the following topics discussed in class. You have been
exposed to a series of articles and clips about each of these topics.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

‘Breadwinners and Home-makers’
‘Daddy Day-care’
‘A women’s place’
‘The fairest of them all’
‘Pink is for Girls and Blue is for Boys’
‘Man-up/ ___________ like a girl’
‘Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve’
‘School is for the 3R’s’

• Find TWO articles that relate to your chosen
topic
• Complete the following questions (all that can
be applied) using your articles
• Be prepared to discuss your articles and responses with another class member
or in a class-discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are some of the changes that have taken place?
Can you identify any catalysts (reasons/causes) for these changes?
Which changes are positive and which are negative? Justify your response
Can you identify continuity?
Could you consider any of these changes progress?
6.
Who/which groups benefit?
Who/which groups don’t?
7.
Can you link this change to any of
the ‘i-sations’?
8.
Can you apply a theory of social
change to this example?
9.
What are the main SAC concepts
that apply to this article/issue?
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Breadwinners and Homemakers

4.

http://www.upworthy.com/how-can-gender-roles-hurt-daughters-thisheart-wrenching-ad-sums-it-up

http://www.2gb.com/podcast/are-stay-at-home-mums-adrain-on-the-economy/
https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/commentisfree/2017/mar/14/stay-at-home-mums-adrain-on-the-economy-actually-the-problem-might-lie-withmen
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/mums-need-to-get-intoworkforce-provocative-new-research-claims/newsstory/55cbe8ec07434ef4c2d094f155d5af07
http://honey.nine.com.au/2017/03/10/11/32/ben-fordhamangry-at-report-stay-at-home-mums-are-drain-on-economy

Historical context: “Mid- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WEzqwcentury home life: the 1vTU&index=11&list=PLEqf8pU7tcmYQ8dXv74U9tqhxyP-Q02Qi
1950’s”
Stay at home Mum’s a drain
1.
on the economy: Podcast.
Christopher Prinz from the
2.
OECD talks to 2GB about a
report encouraging women
to get back into the
workforce and responses to
3.
the OECD article

Gender roles: “Double
burden”

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/mar/10/white-menendangered-species-in-uk-boardrooms-says-tesco-chairman

The rise of the millennial http://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/sunday-style/culture/realhomemaker
housewives-of-gen-y-rise-of-the-millennial-homemaker/newsstory/e851280ad6f501baa97e6e78a25f8506
https://www.theguardian.com/money/2016/aug/19/menbreadwinners-health-effects-wellbeing
Men
who
act
as
breadwinners face negative
health effects, study finds
(The Guardian, 2016)
White men 'endangered
species' in UK boardrooms,
says Tesco chairman (The
Guardian, 2017)
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“A women’s place”

“Daddy Day-care”

Do you have a gender
bias? (Video)
“Paygap” Bake Sale

Stay at Home dads still
uncommon in Australia
Stay at home dads carry
out less housework,
childcare

Unpacking the merit vs.
quotas argument
JK Rowling why she used
her initials (video)
Gender gap/Seniority
Gaming industry
Film industry

Defence Industry

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-05-16/stay-at-home-dads-stilluncommon-in-australia/8530566 (ABC Radio News clip, 2 min)
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/victoria/stayathome-dads-carryout-less-housework-childcare-study/newsstory/575a5d041b077ee5165741e9209764eb

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J69HkKz9g4A

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-04-04/uq-bake-sale-backlashhighlights-online-behaviour-towards-women/7298152
https://www.womeninfocus.com.au/t5/Motivation/Unpacking-themerit-vs-quotas-argument/ba-p/21366
https://www.facebook.com/camanpour/videos/10159076211015370/

https://www.facebook.com/SBSWorldNewsAustralia/videos/155766649
0919661/
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-07-25/games-industry-morewomen-working-but-gender-bias-remains-issue/8741744
https://filmonomics.slated.com/data-exposes-gender-fault-linesinfographic-a5aee8ee4470
https://pudding.cool/2017/03/film-dialogue/index.html -->
https://www.pedestrian.tv/news/afp-set-new-gender-targets-gun-for50-female-force-in-next-10-years/
https://www.facebook.com/DefenceJobsAustralia/videos/10524417082
15979/
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“The fairest of them all”

Politics

Religion

Street Art

Busting myths about
women in STEM
Inspiring the future
#redrawthebalance
Standards of physical
appearance
For Princesses, the
Question remains…
Beauty in Strength
(Cross-fit video)
“This girl can, What
about you?” Ad
campaign

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/emmanuel-macroncabinet-government-france-election-ministers-named-2017-local-votea7741151.html
https://www.facebook.com/abcnews.au/videos/10155566326839516/
“The biological difference between males and females affects everything
they do” Gender equality in the church, as explained by the Anglican
Archbishop of Sydney, where women aren’t allowed to be priests.
Watch 7:30 tonight by Julia Baird

https://www.pedestrian.tv/news/entertainment/heres-9-female-street-artiststaking-over-the-auss/926c00c8-3eaf-4c54-b4d9-b92eb0903c79.htm

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-05-24/regional-street-artists-lead-the-wayin-gender-equality/8554636
http://www.chiefscientist.gov.au/2016/11/occasional-paper-busting-mythsabout-women-in-stem/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qv8VZVP5csA

https://www.bustle.com/p/why-do-people-expect-women-to-smile67360
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2017/01/explore-disneyprincess-ability-versus-beauty/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zvqNHDTf8Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jsP0W7-tEOc
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“Pink is for girls; Blue is for Boys”

JeongMee Yoon’s Pink and
Blue project (2009) See
associated worksheet
National Geographic Article
relating to the Pink and Blue
Project (2017)
The “Science” of gender
stereotypes, SMH (2016)
It’s not just the toy aisles that
teach children about
gender stereotypes, The
Conversation (2016)
Are gendered toys harming
child development? The
Guardian (2016)
Gendered Toy content analysis
activity
“We have to start with kids”
The Rise of Gender-neutral
children’s clothing, SMH 2017
“The small way I’m flipping
gender stereotyping in the
baby clothes aisle” SMH 2017
Comparing magazine covers

Gendered stereotypes are not
just for kids: Bath Products
analysis

https://www.brainpickings.org/2009/12/11/pink-and-blue-project/

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2017/01/pink-blue-projectcolor-gender/

http://www.smh.com.au/lifestyle/news-and-views/opinion/are-our-brainsreally-wired-pink-or-blue-the-junk-science-of-gender-stereotypes-20160918griter.html
http://theconversation.com/its-not-just-the-toy-aisles-that-teach-childrenabout-gender-stereotypes-59005 --> links to ‘No Gender December’ campaign
and features quotes from Tony Abbot such as ‘let boys be boys’

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/may/28/toys-kids-girls-boyschildhood-development-gender-research

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwysTF0NwvE See associated handout

http://www.smh.com.au/lifestyle/life-and-relationships/parenting/we-have-tostart-with-kids-the-rise-of-genderneutral-childrens-clothing-20170720gxfa9j.html
http://www.smh.com.au/lifestyle/life-and-relationships/parenting/the-babyclothes-aisle-is-a-perfect-example-of-how-entrenched-gender-stereotypes-are20170403-gvce0h.html
https://mic.com/articles/153415/two-magazine-covers-sitting-side-by-sidereveal-sexism-is-alive-and-well-in2016?utm_campaign=social&utm_medium=life&utm_source=policymicFB#.nkT
gleUkZ
https://www.buzzfeed.com/sarahburton/we-traded-gendered-bath-productsand-heres-what-happened?utm_term=.jcxzOjJmx#.vujPzYWMa  looks at
language and tone when comparing products
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“Be a man”

“Like a girl”

6 sexist things we need to
stop teaching boys (video)
Why telling our sons to 'be
a man' is the worst thing we
can say (Executive Style,
July 2017)
North Queensland senior
men's group teaches 'man
classes' to young men, ABC
News (2017)
Axe commercial “Is it OK for
guys”
“Man-up” Documentary
and campaign
Always #likeagirl
Girl Boxers of Ireland (8:44)
Audi Commercial “Let’s
change the game”
Goldie Blox Toy commercial
Holden Truck Commercial
“Funny Girls”
(Language warning)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MwgADb04a8

http://www.executivestyle.com.au/why-telling-our-sons-to-be-a-man-isthe-worst-thing-we-can-say-gxjmfk

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-05-25/mackay-mens-group-teaches-youngmen-to-be-men/8532440

http://www.huffingtonpost.com.au/entry/axe-is-it-ok-forguys_us_591c6507e4b0ed14cddb2c17

https://au.tv.yahoo.com/the-dailyedition/video/watch/32750192/breaking-the-silence-on-malesuicide/#page1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjJQBjWYDTs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QtVbzYkLRq4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tstc6NmNAus&t=32s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIGyVa5Xftw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cS1vywGCHwU
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“God made Adam and Eve, not
Adam and Steve”
Gender is Performative:
Judith Butler: Your Behavior
Creates Your Gender (3min)
Educating kids about
gender norms | Elvin
Pedersen-Nielsen |
TEDxCopenhagenSalon
(18min)
Beyond the binary:
perspectives of 5 people
What it means to identify as
non-binary, SMH (2016)
Transgender podcast offers
education and connection
around the world, ABC
News (2016)
“Gender ‘X’ students” 9
News Melbourne, March
2017
Are you a boy or are you a
girl? (BBC Social)
Transgender Canadian
parent Kori Doty wins case
to allow child to be given
unassigned gender, ABC
News (2017)
ABS adds 'other' option to
gender categories, Daily
Life (2016)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bo7o2LYATDc&list=PLudCuZLRsoFHAFSY
XUE48IPOf4N9DQ4gq

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHN1gqrXMUM

https://www.facebook.com/theguardian/videos/10155750465441323/

http://www.smh.com.au/lifestyle/news-and-views/opinion/what-it-meansto-identify-as-nonbinary-20160411-go3i15

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-02-24/wollongong-locals-createtransgender-podcast/7196704

https://www.facebook.com/9NewsMelbourne/videos/1815063262090660/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udI-Go8KK2Q

http://mobile.abc.net.au/news/2017-07-12/parent-wins-case-to-allow-childto-be-given-unassigned-gender/8702796?pfmredir=sm

http://www.dailylife.com.au/news-and-views/news-features/australian-bureau-ofstatistics-adds-other-option-to-gender-categories-20160202-gmjsj1.html
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“Children should be taught the 3R’s”
Safe Schools Coalition

http://www.safeschoolscoalition.org.au/resources

Gender fluidity is a
http://www.acl.org.au/teaching_kids_their_gender_is_fluid_is_becoming
problem
_a_big_distraction#splash-signup
21 reasons why Gender
http://www.gendermatters.org.au/Home.html
matters
Newtown High School of
http://www.smh.com.au/national/education/newtown-high-school-ofthe Performing Arts
the-performing-arts-changes-gender-rules-for-uniforms-20160220gmz7fn.html
changes gender rules for
uniforms, SMH (2016)
Cheltenham Girls High
1. http://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/parenting/school-life/calls-forGender neutral language
intervention-over-sydney-girls-school-gender-neutral-languagedebate
policy/news-story/37c0d140a109d9c6a592b1a80ec0af6e
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3697821/CheltenhamGirls-High-School-bans-teachers-calling-students-girls-ladieswomen-telling-use-gender-neutral-labels-instead.html
3. http://www.elle.com.au/news/cheltenham-girls-high-schoolgender-neutral-language-6599
4. https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2016/jul/20/teachers-at-sydney-high-school-never-told-touse-gender-neutral-language
University sexual assault http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-08-01/uni-sexual-assault-hrc-reportreport: Half of all students released/8762638
harassed at least once in
2016 ABC News, (2017)
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The Process of Research
Lesson Introduction:
Discussing why the process is important to achieving authentic social research. It is a
formula that can be used to investigate any topic in a methodical and ethical way.
The Personal Interest Project will follow the same steps (obviously a lot more drawn
out) so it is essential to familiarise students with the process thoroughly in Year 11.
Part A:
Read through the process as a class on printed or digital copies
Part B:
In pairs, students receive cut outs of the steps and need to place them in order. You
can do a prize for the fastest correct etc.
Part C:
Go through multiple choice exam questions to demonstrate how the steps can be
assessed
Part D:
Group activity for consolidation - In a group of 3, select a random topic (for example
Toxic Masculinity) and on a mini whiteboard, go through each of the steps
considering how you would approach the topic using the process - have groups
share with each other.
Sample Visual Display:
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INtroducing the research methods
The preliminary course requires you to have an understanding of the 'overview' of
research methodologies. You will get a chance to develop and work with these
methods in task one, and of course your mini-pip... but for now we are going to
investigate each method.
Part A:
In groups of 3 you will write a how-to guide of your allocated research method. It will
need to be very informative, include ethical considerations, give great examples, you
could include images and you must include the strengths and weaknesses of the
particular method. Be as DETAILED as possible! The textbook has information to get
you started.
● content analysis
● interview
● observation
● participant observation
● questionnaire
● statistical analysis
● focus group
● personal reflection
Once the booklet has been completed, I will collate and upload to the Google
Classroom. Each of you will need to save a copy as a favourite/bookmark/to your files.
Part B:
Using the booklet provided, fill out the table below on all of the methods. You will
leave secondary research blank for now- as I will cover this next lesson for your Task 1.
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SOCIETY AND CULTURE
YEAR 11 2022
ASSESSMENT TASK ONE NOTIFICATION
The Social and Cultural World
Weighting:
30%

Date received:
Week 6, Term 1

Outcomes assessed:
P1, P2, P3, P9, P10

Due Date:
Week 8B, Term 1

Learning Intention:
Students will develop critical social research skills through the practical application of one method –
Secondary Research. By selecting a contemporary social issue of personal interest, students are also
exercising a critical component of the HSC Major Work – the PIP.

Task: TED Talk - oral presentation with accompanying slideshow
● Examine ONE contemporary issue within society, using ONE appropriate research method:
○ Secondary research
This task assesses your ability to select an appropriate contemporary issue and conduct ONE research
method to investigate it.
Examples of contemporary social issues will be explored and allocated in class.
How to successfully undertake Secondary Research will be scaffolded in class.
As a social researcher you have been selected by the TED organisation to present your findings at a
TEDYouth event in Sydney. Speakers are required to:
1. Provide an outline of their chosen social issue including related course concepts
2. Outline the methodology secondary research including its strengths/weaknesses
3. Justify the reasons why secondary research is an effective way to gather data on their
contemporary issue
4. Discuss their research findings
5. Provide bibliographic details of research used (on transcript only)
Assessment format:
Video submission of Oral Presentation via Google Classroom + hard-copy Transcript of Presentation
(to be handed in before school 8.40am the due date). You will be assessed on the content of your
presentation, use of research methodology and delivery.
Time:
5 minutes – there is no minimum time; please adhere to the time allowance as closely as possible.
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Marking Guidelines – Content
Criteria
● Clearly and effectively examines one contemporary social issue through a highly sophisticated use
of secondary research
● Presents a clear and focused narrative which reflects a high level of research and understanding,
using relevant and engaging examples to support their work
● Identifies and applies social and cultural concepts highly appropriate to the context and form
● Clearly outlines and justifies the strengths and weaknesses of secondary research as a highly
appropriate tool for gathering data on social issues

Mark
17 – 20

● Clearly examines one contemporary social issue through a sophisticated use of secondary
research
● Presents a clear narrative which reflects a strong level of research and understanding, using
relevant and/or engaging examples to support their work
● Identifies and/or applies social and cultural concepts appropriate to the context and form
● Outlines and justifies the strengths and weaknesses of secondary research as a means of
gathering data on social issues

13 – 16

● Outlines one contemporary social issue through the use of secondary research
● Presents a narrative which reflects a sound level of research, using relevant examples to support
their work
● Identifies social and cultural concepts
● Outlines the strengths and weaknesses of secondary research

9 – 12

●
●
●
●

5–8

Briefly outlines one contemporary social issue using secondary research
Narrative reflects some research, and some examples are used to support their work
May/may not identify social and cultural concepts
Little to no attempt to address the strengths and weaknesses of secondary research

● Discusses one contemporary social issue
● Some evidence of research and/or examples evident

0–4

Marking Guidelines – Presentation
Criteria
● Delivers an effective and cohesive presentation using language appropriate to audience, purpose
and form
● Highly engaging delivery designed to sustain audience attention

Mark
5

●
●

Delivers a cohesive presentation using language appropriate to audience, purpose and form
Engaging delivery designed to sustain audience attention

4

●

Delivers a sound presentation, mostly relying on notes and uses language appropriate to
audience and/or purpose and/or form
Delivery attempts to engage audience and to sustain audience attention

3

●

Reads from notes using basic language that may or may not be appropriate to audience or
purpose or form

2

●

Reads directly from notes with little or no engagement of audience with little or no attempt to
sustain audience attention

1

●
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TRANSCRIPT:
(SLIDE) Neurodiversity is the concept that human brains have variations (CLICK), and that
these differences are normal, not deficits (CLICK). It is the idea that no two human brains are
the same (CLICK), and that conditions such as ADHD and autism aren’t abnormal, rather,
variations of the human species. (CLICK) Since the development of this term in the late 1990s,
it has been taken up by different neurodiverse minorities, and has been used to advocate for
their inclusivity in society.
(SLIDE) However, despite the efforts of neurodiverse individuals and advocates to educate the
wider community, society rejects variations and so called “abnormalities” that differ from their
social expectation of a “normal person”. (CLICK) These views of society make it hard for
neurodivergent individuals to be respected and seen as equally capable, especially in school
(CLICK) or workplace (CLICK) settings. This discrimination is often referred to as ableism
(CLICK), perceiving neurodivergent people as inferior to neurotypicals. This ostracisation
impacts an individual’s confidence and sense of identity. (SLIDE)
Neurodivergent individuals are often told to suppress their behaviours (CLICK) - such as
stimming and tics that are deemed unfit for society. They are told to act like neurotypicals, or in
other words, “normal”. In another context, this would be like telling a person of African American
ethnicity to act “white”, or a queer person to act “straight”. Continuously being repressed and
being told to be someone they are not has negative impacts on neurodivergent individuals
(CLICK), fracturing their sense of self and place in the world.
(SLIDE)The media plays a significant role in helping to end stigmas about neurodiversity. From
neurodivergent (CLICK) Tik Tok creators to autistic characters in film, the increase in
representation of the neurodivergent community has aided in reducing the taboo around the
subject. (SLIDE)However, to end the stigma and overcome stereotypes,(CLICK) film characters
should be accurately portrayed by neurodivergent actors, and fuel from social media pages in
response to controversy between the neurodiverse and neurotypical community simply
complicates the matter even more.
(SLIDE)The methodology used to gather data about neurodiversity in the media was secondary
research. Secondary research involves obtaining and analysing existing research, as opposed
to first hand research conducted by the researcher. Examples of secondary research include:
books, (CLICK) documentaries, newspapers, (CLICK) websites, magazines, feature films
(CLICK) and journal articles.
(SLIDE) (CLICK)This methodology allows the researcher to gather large quantities of
information easily, allowing for an extended time frame to analyse and synthesise the collected
information. Secondary research also allows the researcher to gather information relevant to
specific topics. (CLICK)However, the qualitative nature of secondary research makes it difficult
to analyse, and the researcher must be aware that the media might be untruthful. Another
limitation is that the researcher will only be able to access information that is public knowledge.
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(SLIDE)Secondary research was decided to be the most appropriate methodology to study the
representation of neurodiversity in the media, due to the wide range of sources that were
available. This methodology has also allowed the researcher to obtain data at a macro level,
which was suitable for addressing the media aspect of the topic. However, the researcher would
need to conduct further primary research methodologies to ensure that opinions of the minority
are heard as obtaining micro experiences of neurodiversity in the media is essential for
unbiased and balanced research.
(SLIDE)A recent issue that has been popular for both neurodiverse and neurotypical
communities is singer-songwriter Sia, and her new movie, ‘Music’. (CLICK)This film has sparked
controversy due to Sia’s casting choice of a neurotypical actor Maddie Ziegler for the main role
of Music, an autistic girl, and the caricature of her character. (CLICK) Jessia Staveley’s article
“A complete breakdown of the controversy surrounding Sia's "offensive" new movie,” indicates
that Sia defended her casting decision by posting on twitter, (SLIDE)“I actually tried working with
a beautiful young girl non verbal on the spectrum and she found it unpleasant and stressful. So
that’s why I cast Maddie." The article then goes on to explain how many autisitc actors
responded saying they would have been happy to take on the role, to which Sia replied “Maybe
you’re just a bad actor.”
(SLIDE)Autistic Tik Toker Paige Layle further explores Sia’s movie and other autism related
topics on her platform page, which has over 2 million followers. As stated in an article by Andria
Moore, Layle uses her platform to educate and speak up about issues within the ASD
community. In a video addressing Sia’s Music, Layle responds to Sia’s comments about the
environment being too stressful, (CLICK)saying “Sia you have millions of dollars. Change the
environment!”
(SLIDE) Another example of a neurodiverse Tiktok creator is Glen Cooney, as discussed in an
Australian Daily Mail news article. The father of three uses his platform of near 3 million
followers to document and share what daily life is like living with Tourette’s Syndrome. Through
his platform Glen has connected with people on a macro level all around the world who share
the experience of Tourette’s (CLICK), and despite negative and hateful comments, he “proves
that Tourette's is not something that can stop you from being a good dad.”
(SLIDE) Despite harmful setbacks, the taboo around neurodiversity is slowly decreasing through
the use of media, demonstrated here today through social media and film. Neurodivergent
individuals, regardless of the number of followers they may have, will continue to advocate for
the inclusivity of the neurodiverse community,
Thank you
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Hornsby Girls High School
Y11 Society and Culture 2021
Assessment Task Two Notification
Weighting
35%

Date of Notification:
Friday 28th May - W6, Term 2

Outcomes
P1, P6, P8, P10

Proposal Due Date:
Friday 4th June - W7, Term 2

Task Due Date:
Monday 19th July - W2, Term 3

Learning Intentions:
This mini-PIP draws together the interests, research skills and personal experiences of the student. It has
been designed to imitate aspects of the Personal Interest Project, which is a compulsory component of
the HSC course. Designing and implementing a primary research method, synthesising results, and
presenting the content clearly will establish essential research skills and will better prepare students for
their future studies in this course.
Task Description:
You are to conduct a comparative cross-generational study into how one aspect of the process of
socialisation has changed over time within your own cultural context. This task will give you the
opportunity to select the area of socialisation that most interests you, and conduct in-depth research into
that area using the research method of questionnaire.
1. Select a generational group different to your own that you will be able to have access to in your
research. An obvious choice may be Generation X, which is the generation of your parents. You
should select a generation older than your own, as this will make it easier to conduct your
research and minimise potential ethical concerns.
2. Develop a research topic or question (remembering that the smaller your question, the more likely
it is that you will be able to answer it) that seeks to address differences in the processes of
socialisation across the two generations (yours and your chosen generation). You should include a
consideration of the role of at least one of the following agents of socialisation:
-

Family and kinship

- Location, Class and Status

- Sexuality

-

Ethnicity and culture

- Peers

- Beliefs

-

Gender

- School

- Media
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Essentially, it should be an area you are interested in, and you will submit your idea as a proposal
according to the due date above to help you develop it into a manageable project. You might choose to
compare the influence of ethnicity and culture on your generation and the generation of your parents,
particularly if your parents moved to Australia from another country. Alternatively, you could investigate
the role of the media, in particular looking at how the development of the social media landscape has
changed socialisation processes for your generation compared with your parents.
Students are to:
● conduct a comparative cross-generational study of how the processes of socialisation have
changed over time within the student’s own cultural context, using the research method of
questionnaire
● apply ethical research practices and follow the steps of the research process to:
○ develop and administer a questionnaire that contains both open and closed questions and
that is suitable for people from different generations
○ compile, analyse and synthesise the results obtained
○ present the findings and conclusions about these findings in an appropriate format
Format:
Parts A-E are to be submitted to Turnitin no later than 8:30am on the due date.
The structure is as follows*:
A. Introduction - 300 words
B. Central Material - 1000 words +/-10%
C. Conclusion - 500 words
D. Annotated Resource List - 4 secondary sources + 1 primary method
E. Appendix - 5 samples
* A guide on how to complete these aspects is on Google Classroom for you and I will go through each section during class.

Success Criteria:
You will be assessed on how well you:
● Demonstrate your understanding of, and apply, the fundamental concepts and other concepts of
the course.
● Plan and conduct research methods and make informed judgements on their usefulness, validity
and bias.
● Effectively communicate your ideas, incorporating appropriate language and visual aids,
referencing your work correctly.
Turnitin:
● You will have received an email from Turnitin to generate a Username and Password for Turnitin
● You must submit your assessment task to Turnitin to generate an originality report
● You may submit up to 3 times. After this you will need to wait 24 hours for a new originality report
● You will need to submit well prior to the due date if you think you may need to check the
originality of your task more than three times
● Please note the amendment to the assessment policy regarding submission of tasks: “Hand in
tasks must be submitted to Turnitin for an originality report… Failure to do so will result in a
penalty of 10% per day.”
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Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrates a thorough understanding of social and cultural concepts over time.
Effectively applies social and cultural research method: questionnaire to make
informed judgments about their usefulness, validity and bias.
Presents a clear and well-structured mini-PIP that effectively communicates the
student’s ideas, incorporating appropriate language and visual aids.
Highly sophisticated analysis, synthesis and interpretation of results collected from a
wide range of secondary research triangulated with primary method
Correctly applies references to work, using an appendix and a bibliography.
Demonstrates a sound understanding and application of social and cultural concepts
over time.
Applies social and cultural research method: questionnaire to make appropriate
judgments about their usefulness, validity and bias.
Presents a clear mini-PIP that communicates the student’s ideas, incorporating
appropriate language and visual aids.
Generally sophisticated analysis, synthesis and interpretation of results collected from
relevant secondary research with appropriate primary method
Correctly applies references to work, using an appendix and a bibliography. May be
some referencing errors or inconsistencies.
Identifies and attempts to apply social and cultural concepts over time.
Uses social and cultural research methods: questionnaire to make some judgments
about their usefulness, validity and bias.
Presents a mini-PIP that communicates the student’s ideas, includes some appropriate
language and where applicable, visual aids.
Sound analysis, synthesis and interpretation of results collected from relevant
secondary research with appropriate primary method
Attempts to apply references to work, with an appendix and a bibliography. Consistent
errors in referencing occur throughout mini-PIP document
Identifies some social and cultural concepts over time.
Uses at least one social and cultural research method: questionnaire and may make
some judgments about their usefulness, validity and bias.
Presents a mini-PIP that communicates ideas, may include some appropriate language
and where applicable, some visual aids may have some problems.
Analysis, and/or synthesis of results collected from secondary research with superficial
use of primary method
Some attempt to reference work
Identifies at least one social and/or cultural concept.
Uses at least one social and cultural research method.
Presents a mini-PIP that attempts to communicate some ideas, may include some use
of visual aids, with some genuine problems.
Limited presentation of results collected from primary research
Little or no attempt to reference correctly.
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Self Image

A Cross-Generational Study on Gender and

Year 11 Society and Culture Mini-PIP

childhood.

I develop my understanding of the impact of social contexts on personal values and beliefs, and

bias. This investigation as a whole will allow me to further my own social and cultural literacy as

surrounding the issue of gender roles, though as in any research there is the potential for source

contributes a variety of detailed and credible academic perspectives and public knowledge

respondents provide a genuine reflection on their personal experiences. Secondary research

gendered expectations. Whilst some responses are incomplete or not serious, the majority of

individual perspectives on

evidence. The questionnaire produces both qualitative and quantitative data, providing me with a

public knowledge, ensuring my research is balanced and supported by multiple layers of

secondary research. These methodologies allow me to collect both personal experiences and

and adolescence. The research methodologies I employ in my investigation are questionnaire and

identified with pressures, assumptions, and stereotypes they were exposed to during childhood

stereotypes and pressures placed on individuals during their formative years will lead to feelings

part of our lives and self-perception. This investigation is based around my assumption that

to gender-based expectations, and thus our relationship with gender stereotypes forms an integral

worthwhile topic to research as our society places such emphasis on conformity/ non conformity

adolescents impact their self esteem and sense of self. I believe this is an important and

My PIP investigates how gender-based stereotypes and pressures placed on children and

Introduction
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. Thus, it stands to reason that many individuals

7

This

. One Generation Z respondent

Child Development 80, no.5 (September 2009): 1542,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/25592088

5

-Role Identity and

The Multiple Dimensions of Gender

Frontiers in Psychology 10 (2019): online article format,
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.00011/full
2 Questionnaire, Question 5, distributed June 11 2021
3
Questionnaire, Response 75, distributed June 11 2021
4
Questionnaire, Response 69, distributed June 11 2021

1

-esteem is

Journal

8

https://theconversation.com/parents-can-promotegender-equality-and-help-prevent-violence-against-women-heres-how-99836
Questionnaire, Responses 59 and 52, distributed June 11 2021
9
Questionnaire, Response 44, distributed June 11 2021

7

of Personality and Social Psychology advance online copy (September 2019): 1,
https://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/releases/psp-pspp0000265.pdf

6

gender binary remains

Unfortunately, despite growing visibility and awareness of non-binary gender experiences, the

The issue of representation, in terms of race, gender, sexuality, disability, etc. is well known as a
key factor towards the self-esteem, confidence, and ambition of marginalised groups.

My questionnaire results

Binary Representation and Self Esteem:

fitting into these roles. The link betwe

5

gender roles from the macro level of society.

successful and independent women, there are still significant internalised expectations and

This is an interesting counterpoint, illustrating that whilst supportive parents can foster

however she also

to

further this by underlining the emotional impact and feelings of isolation associated with not

of which are related to gender. It is widely acknowledged that

based expectations, and serves as a precursor to the binary social dynamics of adolescence, much

4

and not pursuing traditional gendered interests caused them to feel

recalled being excluded from

led to feeling

3,

mentioned that

interests8. Another respondent said that

social dynamics, with individuals who do not conform to these often struggling to fit into a social

group. Respondents who stated they did not fit in with other adolescents of their gender said this

have parents that supported them regardless of traditional or non-traditional aspirations and

or

institutions such as schools. Multiple respondents mentioned feeling

Gendered Expectations and Social Dynamics:

factor which enabled them to achieve outside of the set roles expected by society and other

9

My questionnaire reflected this, with a

number of respondents, particularly Baby Boomer women, paying tribute to their parents as a

Hamilton, f

Regardless of the attitudes a society may have towards gender, supportive parents make a

Importance of Family Support:

esteem as a result.

whose gender identity leads to a struggle with fitting in will experience impacts on their self

6

In adolescence, and throughout life, gender roles and stereotypes are a key factor impacting

there is still work to be done.

adolescence . This reveals that despite apparent societal progress towards a genderless world,

2

respectively) recalled gender based assumptions made about them during childhood or

resulting from them. Two thirds of both Baby Boomers and Generation Z (64.8% and 66.6%

terms of both the

study has demonstrated worryingly little difference between Baby Boomers and Generation Z in

unfortunately remains extremely prevalent in our 21st century society . My cross generational

1

The emphasis placed on narrow gender roles and fitting into an extremely strict gender binary

Central Material
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15
16

as fluid and non-binary gender

This was also a common theme among Baby Boomers, a number of whom

18

, and the belief that

https://www.psychologytoday.com/au/blog/beyond-pink-and-blue/201904/representation-matters
15
Questionnaire, Response 68, distributed June 11 2021
16
Questionnaire, Response 94, distributed June 11 2021
17
Questionnaire, Response 94, distributed June 11 2021
18
Questionnaire, Response 37, distributed June 11 2021

14

11

The New York Times, June 4, 2019,
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/04/magazine/gender-nonbinary.html
Questionnaire, Question 10, distributed June 11 2021
12
Questionnaire, Question 11, distributed June 11 2021
13
Questionnaire, Response 21, distributed June 11 2021

10

person interacts with their gender and the impact it can have on them. Religion, for instance,

There are a number of additional personal and family influences that can influence the way a

Outside Factors

17

identities have become more visible in society. They spoke of realising that

mentioned

terms of gender

question of

adolescents struggling with their gender identity 14. One Generation Z respondent raised the

of understanding of non-binary genders, and the damage that negative stereotypes can do to

This exemplifies the general lack

t in the gender

Francisco Perale
20

Journal of Sociology 55, no. 2 (August 2018): 324,
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1440783318791755
Questionnaire, Response 97, distributed June 11 2021
21
Questionnaire, Response 95, distributed June 11 2021

19

why gender identity cannot be studied effectively in isolation.

13

respondent stating that there is an

This is an

interesting example of the intersection of multiple factors of social identity, and demonstrates

understanding of diverse experiences with gender impacted their self esteem 12, including a

21

describing how

who felt their experience was not represented, 64% believe that the lack of representation and

reflective of the strict gender binary that remains prevalent in Western society. Out of the 38.2%

Sexuality was another factor mentioned by a number of respondents, which

affected their gender expression and by extension their sense of self, with a respondent

of gender non-conforming respondents feeling a lack of understanding and representation is

20

upbringing there was

The overrepresentation of Baby Boomer women in this group speaks to the hyper femininity and

confining gender roles perpetuated by families and society in their youth; similarly, the number

questionnaire respondents, notably one woman who mentioned that within her Catholic

women and 100% of nonbinary and genderfluid respondents (all of whom are Generation Z) 11.

generally values tradition, and as such tends towards the maintenance of patriarchal structures
and attitudes19. The impact of a religious upbringing was raised a number of times by

Of my questionnaire respondents, 38.2% felt that their experience of gender was not

represented in media or understood by friends and family, including 48% of Baby Boomer

10
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related to the key questions I aimed to answer. Additionally, I think conducting interviews would

refine my questionnaire to allow me to obtain personal experiences and stories more specifically

both my questionnaire and secondary research. If I were undertaking this research again, I would

Overall, I was very happy with my research methodologies and the data I was able to gather from

issues of gender, identity, and self esteem.

perspectives were supported by the vast number of academic articles available relating to the

broad range of different socio-economic and cultural backgrounds across both generations. These

relation to my topic. My questionnaire allowed me to understand the viewpoints of people from a

My research was highly effective, allowing me to gather a range of perspectives and data in

cause and effect.

my research, however the issue is so individual and complex it is difficult to reduce it to simple

ported by

previously believed, and raised a number of factors influencing the connection between these

revealed that gender identity and its interaction with self esteem is far more nuanced than I had

pursuing ambitions outside of traditional gender roles. However, the research I conducted also

assumptions placed on adolescents did impact their self esteem and often discouraged them from

My research proved my hypothesis in some ways - as I predicted, gender based pressures and

research has demonstrated a lack of real progress in our society and the limited understanding

the same gendered pressures and judgements were imposed upon both generations. Sadly, my

environments with very different levels of acceptance for diverse experiences of gender, many of

identity. I have discovered that whilst Baby Boomers and Generation Z grew up in very different

nship with their own gender

My research has revealed that gender and sense of self are intrinsically related, and that while

Conclusion

of the fac
-making.

own social and cultural literacy. I can confidently say I have developed a far better understanding

The research I have conducted for my Mini-PIP has facilitated extensive improvement to my

be an excellent way to obtain a more in-depth understanding of individual experiences and the
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The New York Times, June 4,

Frontiers in Psychology 10 (2019): online article.

against-women-heres-how-99836

https://theconversation.com/parents-can-promote-gender-equality-and-help-prevent-violence-

The Conversation, July 30, 2018.

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1440783318791755

importance of representation, though it was not particularly relevant elsewhere in my project.

-Role Identity

time on a fairly large group of individuals, and thus is quite credible, though the topic is

The study was conducted by professors at a highly sought after university over a long period of

or feminine traits throughout early adolescence, which the study found no evidence to support.

of gender intensification, stating that adolescents become more stereotypical in their masculine

This paper is written based on a longitudinal study testing the Hill and Lynch 1983 theory

https://www.jstor.org/stable/25592088

Child Development 80, no. 5 (September 2009): 1542.

Priess, Heather A., Sara M Lindberg, a

Understanding the Au

her personal investment in the issue. I found this source useful specifically for understanding the

developmental psychology; as such, the article is very credible, though there may be bias due to
Journal of Sociology 55, no. 2 (August 2018): 324.

esteem, and thus was relevant to only a very small part of my Mini-PIP.

adolescents. The author is a well respected academic, PhD holder and professor of

paper was useful specifically for my understanding of how social relationships impact self

prestigious universities, and the studies cited as sources also appear to be highly credible. The

representation, as well as suggesting strategies to improve visibility for transgender children and

This article discusses the current lack of representation of transgender individuals in

the two exist in a positive feedback loop. The authors are both respected researchers from

eir social relationships, concluding that

This paper synthesizes available data from 48 longitudinal (long term) studies relating to

(September 2019): 1. https://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/releases/psp-pspp0000265.pdf

Journal of Personality and Social Psychology. Advance online publication

-Esteem and Social

very interesting and enjoyed reading it, it did not have any specific relevance to my Mini-PIP.

and appears to be highly objective and data based with little to no bias. Whilst I found the paper

study is conducted by researchers from three different well known and respected universities,

and communality (stereotypically feminine, including emotional sensitivity and sociability). The

subsets of features - agency (stereotypically masculine, including leadership and assertiveness),

themselves, others in their gender group, and members of the other gender group based on two

This paper is written about a study which examined how men and women rate

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.00011/full

media and the importance of changing that, referencing studies which show benefits of

matters

2019. https://www.psychologytoday.com/au/blog/beyond-pink-and-blue/201904/representation-

willingness of the subjects to speak openly about their identity and mental health.

e within the gender binary thanks to the

empathy and understanding. I found this article to be extremely helpful for me to think about the

prove a point or perspective; rather its purpose is to share marginalized stories and encourage

attempting to

the stories of 4 young non-binary and transgender people in the Southern USA, with comments

This is a feature article describing the experience of living as a non-binary person through

2019. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/04/magazine/gender-nonbinary.html

Bergne

Annotated Resource List
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Which generation are you a part of?

that occur during adolescence.

Appendix

Do you/ did you feel as though your experience of gender was represented in media and

my sense of self both in my remaining teenage years and through my twenties and thirties.

through fashion, make up and boyfriends. It actually had a very positive and enduring effect on

about feminism (in a communist newsletter I had secretly obtained). I gave up trying to fit in

I hung on to education and political activism for my self image. This came largely to hearing

If not, how do you think this affected/ is affecting your sense of self during adolescence?

No

Do you/ did you feel as though you fit in with other children/ teenagers of your gender?

working class family that was not approved of.

marriage and children, rather I wanted to go to university, and in my small country town and

hair whereas my siste

Could you give an example of one of these assumptions, and how it made you feel?

Yes

caused you to feel hurt or discouraged?

If yes, do you feel that this assumption/ any ongoing assumptions you were subjected to

Yes

child or teenager? Eg. that you wouldn't be successful in a certain area due to your gender

Do you remember ever having assumptions made about you based on your gender as a

To present myself as sexy including shame over my hairy legs and needing to shave them

What is the earliest memory you have of having a gender based pressure placed on you? *

Yes

clean and presentable.

teen years? Eg. young boys expected to "man up" when hurt, young girls expected to stay

Do you remember having gender based pressures placed on you at any time before your

Female

What gender do you identify with?

Baby Boomers (born 1943 - 1966)

Sample 1

topic, it was quite useful for me to understand the changes in gender identity and characteristics

somewhat subjective and thus carries room for bias. I found this paper fairly relevant to my
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clean and presentable.

Do you remember ever having assumptions made about you based on your gender as a
child or teenager? Eg. that you wouldn't be successful in a certain area due to your gender

Could you give an example of one of these assumptions, and how it made you feel?

As a male I was supposed to be tough, and I would need to be tough in order to succeed.

Somewhat

Do you/ did you feel as though you fit in with other children/ teenagers of your gender?

If yes, do you feel that this assumption/ any ongoing assumptions you were subjected to

Yes

Just the clothes I wore or the toys I played with. The kind of activities I did were associated with

caused you to feel hurt or discouraged?

Yes

What is the earliest memory you have of having a gender based pressure placed on you?

If yes, do you feel that this assumption/ any ongoing assumptions you were subjected to

Yes

teen years? Eg. young boys expected to "man up" when hurt, young girls expected to stay

child or teenager? Eg. that you wouldn't be successful in a certain area due to your gender

Yes

Do you remember having gender based pressures placed on you at any time before your

Do you remember ever having assumptions made about you based on your gender as a

Female

What gender do you identify with?

Pressure to do sports and after school activities with members of same sex (about 10 years old).

What is the earliest memory you have of having a gender based pressure placed on you?

Yes

Generation Z (born 1999 - 2009)

Which generation are you a part of?

clean and presentable.

Sample 3

teen years? Eg. young boys expected to "man up" when hurt, young girls expected to stay

stereotypes.

Do you remember having gender based pressures placed on you at any time before your

Male

What gender do you identify with?

late 60s and early 70s were not in these courses, most likely due to entrenched gender

these courses, and those who were in these classes were not popular. The popular females in the

Baby Boomers (born 1943 - 1966)

attending advanced placement math courses. By the end of high school few females were in

Which generation are you a part of?

As I progressed through school, I was fairly popular and yet was afforded the opportunity of

Any other comments/ opinions/ experiences you'd like to share on the topic?

Yes

If no, do you think this affected your self esteem in any way?

No

understood by peers and family?

Do you/ did you feel as though your experience of gender was represented in media and

Male peers.

I think I did things that were contrary to what I knew deep down were right in order to fit in with

If not, how do you think this affected/ is affecting your sense of self during adolescence?

Sample 2

visibility through feminist activism, writing and later, teaching.

family, I threw myself into it from the very early seventies and contributed to its growth and

and later. While there was very little understanding of it in the media at the time and in my

Any other comments/ opinions/ experiences you'd like to share on the topic?

Yes

If no, do you think this affected your self esteem in any way?

No

understood by peers and family?
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child or teenager? Eg. that you wouldn't be successful in a certain area due to your gender

N/A

Personally I embody a lot of feminine stereotypes and identify with those traits so in that sense I

Do you/ did you feel as though your experience of gender was represented in media and

understood by peers and family?
Yes

What is the earliest memory you have of having a gender based pressure placed on you?

Yes

clean and presentable.

teen years? Eg. young boys expected to "man up" when hurt, young girls expected to stay

clean and presentable.

Yes

Do you remember having gender based pressures placed on you at any time before your

Genderfluid

What gender do you identify with?

Generation Z (born 1999 - 2009)

Which generation are you a part of?

Sample 5

N/A

Any other comments/ opinions/ experiences you'd like to share on the topic?

N/A

If no, do you think this affected your self esteem in any way?

teen years? Eg. young boys expected to "man up" when hurt, young girls expected to stay

Do you remember having gender based pressures placed on you at any time before your

Male

What gender do you identify with?

Generation Z (born 1999 - 2009)

Which generation are you a part of?

Sample 4

Media coverage of gender stereotypes:(((

Any other comments/ opinions/ experiences you'd like to share on the topic?

n/a

If no, do you think this affected your self esteem in any way?

understood by peers and family?

It made me question whether I was valid to be my gender

Do you/ did you feel as though your experience of gender was represented in media and

Yes

If not, how do you think this affected/ is affecting your sense of self during adolescence?

interests/seen myself aligning differently in terms of gender

No

Do you/ did you feel as though you fit in with other children/ teenagers of your gender?

Could you give an example of one of these assumptions, and how it made you feel?

If not, how do you think this affected/ is affecting your sense of self during adolescence?

No

caused you to feel hurt or discouraged?

Do you/ did you feel as though you fit in with other children/ teenagers of your gender?

Somewhat

If yes, do you feel that this assumption/ any ongoing assumptions you were subjected to

diminished, discouraged from trying.

Yes

Do you remember ever having assumptions made about you based on your gender as a

It made me feel like there was a set group of things I was supposed to do. Like a box around

girls should be passive and polite instead

Could you give an example of one of these assumptions, and how it made you feel?

Not sure

caused you to feel hurt or discouraged?
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N/A

Any other comments/ opinions/ experiences you'd like to share on the topic?

Not sure

If no, do you think this affected your self esteem in any way?

No

understood by peers and family?

Do you/ did you feel as though your experience of gender was represented in media and

I felt outcasted often and struggle to relate to issues and interests of people of the same gender.

If not, how do you think this affected/ is affecting your sense of self during adolescence?

No

Do you/ did you feel as though you fit in with other children/ teenagers of your gender?

N/A

Could you give an example of one of these assumptions, and how it made you feel?

N/A

caused you to feel hurt or discouraged?

If yes, do you feel that this assumption/ any ongoing assumptions you were subjected to

No

child or teenager? Eg. that you wouldn't be successful in a certain area due to your gender

Do you remember ever having assumptions made about you based on your gender as a

pants and on my couch at home.

Being told my grandma to act like a lady and to sit with my legs together even though I was in

What is the earliest memory you have of having a gender based pressure placed on you?

Writing to
Achieve
Synthesised
Understanding
SLIDESMANIA.COM
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What we will cover

SYNTHESIS
What is it?
How can we teach it?
Where are we going with it?
SLIDESMANIA.COM
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What is it?
SLIDESMANIA.COM
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What does it look like?
Conceptually

Practically

● Synthesis is the combination of several
forms of data/information to generate

● Exam: Students use a range of different
examples together to demonstrate

new ideas about a topic
● Synthesis can be achieved by making

understanding/analysis/application
● PIP: Analysis of two or more sources of

informed judgements based on thorough
SLIDESMANIA.COM

analysis and interpretation of course
content (HSC exam) or students’ own

data (research findings) to develop a
conclusion and draw out implications
● Simplistically - it’s formulaic*

research (the PIP)

***start with the formula, teach depth
development

4

For Example (Exam)

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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5

For Example (PIP)

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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What does it look like?
Working backwards from the HSC
● Knowing HSC requirements inside and out
supports effective backwards mapping (all the
way to Term 1, Yr 11 - the very first time you teach
writing)

SLIDESMANIA.COM

● Knowing how to interpret the Marking Guidelines
supports effective scaffolding/modeling,
assessment and feedback
© SCANSW PD day 2022, W ebb

7

2016 HSC Exam Backwards Mapping

Core Short Answer

Depth Study QA

Depth Study QB

Annotate the questions - what

Annotate the questions - what

do you notice?

do you notice?

Annotate the questions - what
do you notice?

p. __ of booklet

p. __ of booklet

p. __ of booklet

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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8

Breakdown of exam Qs

● High order directive verbs
● 1 - 2 x concepts + ½ a syllabus dotpoint
Whole dot-point + 1 concept
Combination of dot-points
A) questions are access questions
B) designed to discriminate
All questions have multiple entry
points
● All require deep
knowledge of country
●
study/depth
© SCANSW PD day 2022, W ebb
●
studies
●
●
●
●
●

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Question 11 (5 marks)
To what extent has ONE change benefited the lives of people in ONE country you have studied?
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
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2016 HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION

Society and Culture
Section II — Depth Studies
40 marks
Attempt TWO questions from Questions 12–15
Allow about 1 hour and 20 minutes for this section
Answer both questions in the Section II Writing Booklet. Extra writing booklets are available.
Your answer to part (b) of the question will be assessed on how well you:
■ demonstrate knowledge and understanding relevant to the question
■ apply course concepts and language appropriate to the Depth Study
■ analyse relationships within and between social and cultural groups
■ present a sustained, logical and cohesive response
Question 12 — Popular Culture (20 marks)
(a)

How does paraphernalia contribute to a sense of identity in ONE popular culture?

5

(b)

Evaluate the roles of both official and unofficial censorship in the development
and evolution of ONE popular culture.

15

Question 13 — Belief Systems and Ideologies (20 marks)
(a)

How do tradition and culture influence gender roles in ONE belief system or
ideology?

5

(b)

Evaluate the effect of globalisation on important people and power structures in
ONE belief system or ideology.

15

Question 14 — Social Inclusion and Exclusion (20 marks)
(a)

How do government and community organisations contribute to the social
inclusion of ONE group in ONE country?

5

(b)

Analyse the roles both prejudice and discrimination play in the maintenance of
social exclusion of ONE group in ONE country.

15

Question 15— Social Conformity and Nonconformity (20 marks)
(a)

How does nonconformity influence social change?

(b)

Analyse the ways in which the wider society’s perceptions of ONE group are
formed.

5
15

End of paper
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Marking Guidelines (Abridged) 2016 HSC Exam
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Exemplar Responses, 2016 Exam (NESA Exam Workbook)
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Break down of marking guidelines

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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10

Marking Guidelines Applying the criteria

Core Short Answer

Depth Study QA

Depth Study QB

Annotate your exemplar

Annotate your exemplar

Annotate your exemplar

responses - where and how can

responses - where and how can

responses - where and how can

you see the features of the

you see the features of the

you see the features of the

SLIDESMANIA.COM

marking criteria?

marking criteria?

marking criteria?

p. __ of booklet

p. __ of booklet

p. __ of booklet
© SCANSW PD day 2022, W ebb
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Developing a

Success Criteria

If you’re unsure what this

does look like, we will return
to it Slides 33-35

SLIDESMANIA.COM

12
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How can we
teach it?
SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Teaching writing through content
Every dot-point

SLIDESMANIA.COM

● Using alternating and appropriate directive verbs, every
syllabus dot-point can be used to teach writing
● Start in Social and Cultural World (Term 1, Yr 11) - repeat
● Start with a short answer response (between 4 and 10
marks depending on student ability)
● Conduct diagnostics writing task first, eg ‘Using examples,
explain how society influences the ways its members
interact’
© SCANSW PD day 2022, W ebb
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Teaching writing through content
● Using that formative data, identify what needs explicit
teaching going forward, and what simply needs a quick
revision, eg Are students already using topic sentences?
Have they used an example, but not applied concepts to
unpack it? Are they linking back to the question enough?

SLIDESMANIA.COM

● Develop or adapt a pre-existing writing scaffold (we will
come back to this) to address weaknesses and introduce
students to more nuanced ways of writing for this subject
© SCANSW PD day 2022, W ebb
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A Mandy Webb Suggestion
I’d do what we did:

SLIDESMANIA.COM

16

Teaching writing through content
See Slides 19-20 for examples
Prelim

HSC

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Example

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Example

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Scaffolds and sentence starters
PEEL

CEIL

Point

Concept/s

Elaboration/Explanation

Example/s

Example/Evidence

Implication/s

Link

Link

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Students Requiring More Support

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Using the images
Construct a synthesised paragraph

Judgement/Analysis
SLIDESMANIA.COM

Implication
© SCANSW PD day 2022, W ebb
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1. Intercultural communication is necessary in this
globalised world.
2. Decoding messages from a language other than
your own can be difficult.
3. For example, simple greetings and related
cultural practices can be misunderstood.
4. Moreover, people’s whole identities could be
lost.
5. This results in confusion at the micro level.
SLIDESMANIA.COM

6. Which can negatively impact a person’s ability
to acculturate.
© SCANSW PD day 2022, W ebb
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Ensuring Synthesis

First
Have students check they have all the
components of the formula…

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Same as before the superficial formula

Point

Example 1

Example 2

Analysis

Implication

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Ensuring Synthesis

Second
Have students/peers check they are
actually making a coherent point

SLIDESMANIA.COM

1. Is there a relationship between the 2+
examples?
2. Is the analysis logical?
3. Does the implication/s tell us
something new / Provide a complex
understanding of the isse?

© SCANSW PD day 2022, W ebb
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HSC Depth Studies
Apply same principals
BUT, integrate new focus on how
syllabus dot-points are synthesised with
one or more concepts
Students need to synthesise more of
SLIDESMANIA.COM

their learning to achieve more complex
analysis and implications.

27
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Egs
Using
Exemplars
Quick
Content
Analysis

Q14 b) How many points is this student making?

Js
Q14 b) How many judgements accompany them?

SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Implications
So what? Micro

Meso

So what? Institution
So what? Public
So what? Tradition
SLIDESMANIA.COM

So what? Change

Macro

Culture

Norms

Private
Future directions
Continuity

© SCANSW PD day 2022, W ebb
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Examples of drilling down
The process of socialisation refers to the way in which an individual
learns to become a functioning and abiding member of society.
As a person interacts with various agents of socialisation, such as
family, friends, school, and the media, they learn what behaviour is
acceptable and expected of them, by way of reward for socially
endorsed behaviours, and condemnation for deviance.
As a result, they develop personal beliefs and attitudes by reconciling
their worldview with the expectations of others.
SLIDESMANIA.COM
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From this, the individual’s self-concept develops and solidifies,
meaning that they can navigate the world based on the intersection
of their values, public knowledge, and norms.

30
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Where are
we going
with it?
SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Describing, Attempting Judgement,
Making Judgements, Making Well-Informed Judgements
Q 14 b) Social Conformity &
Nonconformity
“Assess the effectiveness of both sanctions
and peer pressure in achieving social
cohesion within ONE group.”
SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Supporting students to identify
???

???

???

???

SLIDESMANIA.COM

Christiania’s sanctions are
designed to m aintain harm ony
and prom ote cohesion. For

Sanctions and peer pressure
result in social cohesion in
Christiania. Sanctions and peer

Christiania is socially cohesive. It
does not have proper law s.
Instead they have ‘com m on law ’

Christiania’s internal sanctions are
prim arily designed to m aintain
harm ony and prom ote cohesion w ithin

exam ple, Christianites have
strict rules around com m unity
m oney. Failing to contribute to
the com m on purse goes against
com m unity expectations and is

pressure m eans no hard drugs
are allow ed in Christiania. This
is effective because people
don’t do hard drugs, only
m arijuana otherw ise the police

that includes no hard drugs, no
guns, no violence, no bikie
colours, and no firew orks. Peer
pressure involves group m em bers
giving each other dirty looks, or

the group. Com m on law specifies no
w eapons or violence. These sanctions
are enforced through m ethods of soft
pow er and discussion-based
resolutions. W hen a group m em ber

frow ned upon. W hile there is no
form al authority or police, those
w ho do not pay their share are
publicly sham ed by having their
nam es printed on the local

w ill do raids, w hich no one in
the tow n w ants again so they
don’t sell hard drugs. Sanctions
and peer pressure m ake
people do the right thing. They

w riting their nam es on w alls, or
asking them politely to leave, if a
m em ber is doing som ething
w rong. Equally people m ust abide
by the rule of no private

fired an autom atic w eapon into the air,
he w as asked to leave by the
com m unity. This dem onstrates how
contravening sanctions is m et w ith
inform al social rejection to ensure

new spaper and are socially
pressured to pay or m ove out of
the neighborhood. This show s
that sanctions and peer
pressure are effective in

don’t w ant to be accused of
being deviant or get kicked
out of the group because life is
really effective there.

ow nership. This is a sanction that
people follow because they are
cohesive w hich m eans they live
together on the w aiting list to get
a house that they can build onto

harm ony w ithin the group. Further,
because the Christianites w ant to
avoid having to legitim ise pow er, or
call upon Danish police, they tend to
follow the rules and respond to social

using any random things lying
around.

influence. Thereby dem onstrating that
peer pressure is largely sufficient in
m aintaining social cohesion and
m anaging deviance.

achieving social cohesion.
© SCANSW PD day 2022, W ebb
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Supporting students to identify
Describing

Attempting Judgement

Judgement

Well-Informed Judgement

SLIDESMANIA.COM

Christiania is socially cohesive. It
does not have proper law s.
Instead they have ‘com m on law ’

Sanctions and peer pressure
result in social cohesion in
Christiania. Sanctions and peer

Christiania’s sanctions are
designed to m aintain harm ony
and prom ote cohesion. For

Christiania’s internal sanctions are
prim arily designed to m aintain harm ony
and prom ote cohesion w ithin the group.

that includes no hard drugs, no
guns, no violence, no bikie
colours, and no firew orks. Peer
pressure involves group m em bers
giving each other dirty looks, or

pressure m eans no hard drugs
are allow ed in Christiania. This is
effective because people don’t
do hard drugs, only m arijuana
otherw ise the police w ill do

exam ple, Christianites have strict
rules around com m unity m oney.
Failing to contribute to the
com m on purse goes against
com m unity expectations and is

Com m on law specifies no w eapons or
violence. These sanctions are enforced
through m ethods of soft pow er and
discussion-based resolutions. W hen a
group m em ber fired an autom atic

w riting their nam es on w alls, or
asking them politely to leave, if a
m em ber is doing som ething
w rong. Equally people m ust abide
by the rule of no private

raids, w hich no one in the tow n
w ants again so they don’t sell
hard drugs. Sanctions and peer
pressure m ake people do the
right thing. They don’t w ant to

frow ned upon. W hile there is no
form al authority or police, those
w ho do not pay their share are
publicly sham ed by having their
nam es printed on the local

w eapon into the air, he w as asked to
leave by the com m unity. This
dem onstrates how contravening
sanctions is m et w ith inform al social
rejection to ensure harm ony w ithin the

ow nership. This is a sanction that
people follow because they are
cohesive w hich m eans they live
together on the w aiting list to get
a house that they can build onto

be accused of being deviant or
get kicked out of the group
because life is really effective
there.

new spaper and are socially
pressured to pay or m ove out of
the neighborhood. This show s
that sanctions and peer pressure
are effective in achieving social

group. Further, because the Christianites
w ant to avoid having to legitim ise
pow er, or call upon Danish police, they
tend to follow the rules and respond to
social influence. Thereby dem onstrating

cohesion.

that peer pressure is largely sufficient in
m aintaining social cohesion and
m anaging deviance.

using any random things lying
around.
© SCANSW PD day 2022, W ebb
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What learning has been synthesised?
Well-Informed Judgement
Christiania’s internal sanctions are primarily
designed to maintain harmony and promote
cohesion within the group. Common law specifies
no weapons or violence. These sanctions are

SLIDESMANIA.COM

enforced through methods of soft power and
discussion-based resolutions. When a group
member fired an automatic weapon into the air, he
was asked to leave by the community. This
demonstrates how contravening sanctions is
met with informal social rejection to ensure
harmony within the group. Further, because the
Christianites want to avoid having to legitimise
power, or call upon Danish police, they tend to
follow the rules and respond to social influence.
Thereby demonstrating that peer pressure is
largely sufficient in maintaining social cohesion
© and
SCANSW
PD day 2022,
W ebb
managing
deviance.

Suggests holistic understanding
and application of course concepts
Main example, unpacked through
course concepts and topic specific
language - shows deep engagement
Judgement informed by example (i.e.
‘contravening sanctions’ & ‘informal social
rejection’) and continued conceptual
application - critical understanding
Secondary example, unpacked through
application of course concepts and topic
specific language - synthesising examples
Suggests broad understanding of social
implications of sanctions and engagement
with question

35

Thank you!
SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Unpacking CEIL
This is no set way of structuring a short or extended response in Society and Culture.
Most students do fine by loosely following the PEEL (point, explanation, example, link)
structure, however you have to make sure that within that, you deeply engage with
concepts and draw out the implications of your analysis of examples). As such, another
effective acronym we could apply is CEIL. As you become more familiar with the
components,you can vary the order and repeat parts.
Concept(s) – Respond to the question by addressing what is being asked conceptually.
This may also involve defining the concepts in the question and/or identifying the key
features of these concepts as they pertain to the question being asked. Ensure to also
address the directive verb here as well.
Example(s) – Every question over 2 marks will require an example of some kind, even if
it’s not stated. Examples are extremely important in this subject because they show the
marker that you can see how the relevant theory and concepts operate in the real
world. For an 8 mark response, you’d need between 3-4 examples. You can approach
examples in 2 ways: 1) a series of small examples with brief detail in each, 2) 1-2
multifaceted examples that are unpacked in significant detail because they are comlex.
Both ways achieve detail. You must always make sure to use names, dates, specifics of
events and highlight the processes of action within your examples (i.e. who is doing
what, how, and why?). Examples must also always be directly relevant to the question,
this makes them ‘appropriate’.
Implication(s) – There is no point writing anything in a Society response if you are not
going to explain the social and/or cultural implication(s) (result or consequence) of it –
as it relates to the question. This is called the ‘So what? Factor’. Every point you make,
every example you use, the very next thing you need to ask yourself is, ‘so what?’.
What’s the point of you telling the marker this? What has it proven with respect to the
question? And how is it impacting or highlighting something sociologically?
Sociologists are not just interested in what happens, but why it happens, how it
happens, and what the flow-on effects of it are. The latter are your implications, and
they are the difference between a B and an A. Further, the more extensive,
multi-layered, and conceptual your implications, the higher the A. As such, if you find
you can’t draw any implications relevant to the question from your example(s), perhaps
you haven’t selected the best example?
Link – Very simply, like at the end of any point/paragraph, you have to link back to the
question. Using the words IN THE QUESTION and connectives like therefore, thus, as a
result, ultimately, you need to make clear in 1-2 sentences, how what you’ve just been
going on about actually answers the question. This will often require you to have a
2-part sentence(s) – the first part will essentially restate your point (worded much like
the question) and the second part will say why or how. As such, you’ll probably find you
need a word like ‘because’ in this sentence to highlight the two parts.
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Student Name: ……………………………………

Society and Culture Stage 6 Support Document

3.1 Personal Interest Project Research Proposal
Student Proposal:

/

/

Teacher Signature: ………………………………. Date:

Teacher Comments:

To be completed and signed by student and teacher.
Original to be kept by teacher as part of Personal Interest Project Certification Records. Students should receive a copy of the completed from.

General Area of Interest

Specific Topic Statement or Question

Statement of the specific aims of the
research and the overall goals of your
personal interest project
Statement of how the topic relates to
the Society and Culture syllabus,
including identifying specific concepts
Statement of which methodology/ies
will be used in researching the topic,
and why they are appropriate
Outline of resources that can be
accessed to research the topic

Student Signature: …………………………………… Date:

22

/

/
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4

5

6

7

8

Teacher Signature: ……………………………….

Date: / /

9
10
The finished
Personal Interest Project

Student Name: ……………………………………

Society and Culture Stage 6 Support Document

3.2 Personal Interest Project Progress Report

1
2
3
Starting your
Personal Interest Project

To be completed and signed by student and teacher at appropriate intervals of the research and writing process.
Original to be kept by teacher as part of Personal Interest Project Certification Records. Students should receive a copy of the completed from.

Student Comments:
Are there any changes to your Topic Statement
or Question?
Comment on the progress of your diary.
Comment on the progress of your research.
Comment on the progress of your writing and
editing.
Outline your next steps towards completing
your personal interest project.
Questions or other comments.
Self Evaluation: locate your current position on
the scale 1-10.

Teacher Comments:
•
use and application of concepts
•
application of methodologies
•
cross-cultural comparison
•
communication skills
•
appropriateness of resources
•
integration skills
•
achievement of outcomes:
H1, H6, H8, H9, H10, H11.
Overview of work in progress and suggestions
for further development.

Student Signature: ……………………………………. Date: / /
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Updated: November 2019

Society and Culture Stage 6
Marking Guidelines
Personal Interest Project

NSW Education Standards Authority

Society and Culture Stage 6 PIP marking guidelines, updated November 2019

H1, H4, H5, H6, H7, H8, H9, H10

Outcomes assessed

Evidence of social and cultural literacy.

Evidence of originality of design, analysis and execution

Effective communication of the student’s ideas to a wider audience

Evidence that personal experience is related to public knowledge

Page 2 of 4

Conclusions that proceed from the stated introduction and arguments presented in the
Personal Interest Project

Integration of various aspects of the course into a coherent structure

A demonstration of how continuity and/or change have been addressed

A demonstrated knowledge and understanding of viewpoints different from the immediate
culture of the student

The accuracy and relevance of the subject matter for the purposes of the Personal Interest
Project

The appropriate use of social and cultural research methods

A demonstrated understanding and application of the concepts of the course

The clarity of the topic, purposes and procedures of the Personal Interest Project

Evidence of achievement of the course outcomes related to the Personal Interest Project

The following criteria will be used to mark the Personal Interest Project:

Personal Interest Project examination criteria

(c) SCANSW Reconnect and Renew in 2022 - PIP workshopping
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Society and Culture Stage 6 PIP marking guidelines, updated November 2019

Presents a well-structured Personal Interest Project that demonstrates
effective communication, incorporating accurate and appropriate
language and, where applicable, graphic forms

Page 3 of 4

Society and Culture Stage 6 PIP marking guidelines, updated November 2019

Presents a Personal Interest Project that demonstrates limited
communication skills and, where applicable, may include some use of
graphic forms

Minimal reference to cross-cultural perspectives and/or continuity
and/or change

Limited use of social and/or cultural terms and/or concepts in the
Personal Interest Project

States issues and/or information which relates to personal and/or
public knowledge

Presents a Personal Interest Project that demonstrates basic
communication skills and includes some use of appropriate language
and, where applicable, some use of graphic forms

Refers to cross-cultural perspectives and/or continuity and/or change

Applies social and cultural terms and concepts throughout the
Personal Interest Project

Effectively addresses cross-cultural perspectives and continuity and/or
change

Uses some social and/or cultural terms and concepts within the
Personal Interest Project

Makes appropriate judgements on the usefulness, validity and bias of
information that contributed to the Personal Interest Project

Uses at least one social and cultural research method in the Personal
Interest Project

Presents some ideas, issues and/or information which relates to
personal and/or public knowledge

Presents a structured Personal Interest Project that demonstrates
sound communication, using appropriate language and, where
applicable, graphic forms

Includes cross-cultural perspectives and continuity and/or change

Uses social and cultural terms and concepts within the Personal
Interest Project

Makes some judgements on the usefulness, validity and/or bias of
information that contributed to the Personal Interest Project

Uses social and cultural research methods in the Personal Interest
Project

Presents ideas, issues and/or information relating some personal
and/or public knowledge

Criteria

Attempts some judgement on the usefulness, validity and/or bias of
information that contributed to the Personal Interest Project

25–32

33–40

Marks

Applies social and cultural research methods to the Personal Interest
Project

Demonstrates synthesis of ideas, issues and information relating
personal experience and public knowledge

Presents a clear, coherent and well-structured Personal Interest
Project that demonstrates highly effective communication,
incorporating accurate and appropriate language and, where
applicable, graphic forms

Comprehensively addresses cross-cultural perspectives and continuity
and/or change

Effectively applies and integrates social and cultural terms and
concepts throughout the Personal Interest Project

Makes informed judgements on the usefulness, validity and bias of
information that contributed to the Personal Interest Project

Effectively applies social and cultural research methods to the
Personal Interest Project

Demonstrates thorough and sustained synthesis of relevant ideas,
issues and information relating personal experience and public
knowledge

Criteria

1–8

9–16

Page 4 of 4

17–24

Marks

Top PIP Tips!
1. Scaffold the planning and writing process
Challenge students to justify what course concepts will be focus of each chapter.
Planning like this identifies gaps in planning and makes writing conceptually easier as they
can use their planning like a writing checklist as it develops self-awareness.

2. Conduct content analyses of
drafts

Read your draft and highlight the following:
q Contemporary examples

Avoid showing students where they
can integrate more concepts in their
drafts. Instead, encourage them to
conduct an analysis of their own
writing by colour coding concepts
throughout their drafts. This should
allow them to identify areas of
weakness and review their plans to
ensure that they have communicated
effectively.

q Primary evidence
q Secondary evidence
q Integration and synthesis
q Course concepts/terminology
q Continuity/change

3. Explore literacy; avoid ‘parachutes’

Intentionally create literacy opportunities
to help students apply rather than use the
concepts Read widely and explore the
range of ways in which a concept may be
used in writing. A simple example of this
involves brainstorming. Role model this
within discussions

Power; powerful, empowered, disempowered
Authority; Authoritative,
Globalisation; global, globalized
Society; societal, social groups
Culture: cultural, cultural groups

Gender: gendered, masculine, feminine
4. Engage with exemplars!
Time; continuity, continuous, change
Each year CultureScope publishes 500word excerpts from award winnings pips
and for the past 2 years, they have even contained activities to help students develop conceptual
understanding!

© SCANSW PDday 2022 Emily Aitken – Monte Sant Angelo Mercy College
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HIGH DISTINCTION PIPS
PIP Section Focus: Central Material
Role of the Central Material in the PIP
NESA provides some guidance on the role of the central material in the PIP process:
‘The central material will be in written form and may be accompanied by graphic forms such as
photographs, tables, graphs and/or diagrams that should be labelled and incorporated into the
text through discussion. The central material should be between 2500 and 4000 words. The central
material must contain a cross-cultural perspective and address continuity and/or change. The crosscultural perspective and continuity and/or change should be integrated in the central material of the
PIP.’
While the PIP is assessed as a whole product against the marking criteria, generally speaking, the
central material is the largest component of the overall project and offers the most opportunity to
meet the marking criteria. The following areas are a focus of the below extracts:
• The clarity of the topic, purposes and procedures of the Personal Interest Project
• Evidence that personal experience is related to public knowledge
• Integration of various aspects of the course into a coherent structure
• A demonstrated understanding and application of the concepts of the course
These areas are then reflected through areas of the PIP marking criteria shown below (from the
top performance band):
• Demonstrates thorough and sustained synthesis of relevant ideas, issues and information
relating personal experience and public knowledge
• Effectively applies social and cultural research methods to the Personal Interest Project
• Effectively applies and integrates social and cultural terms and concepts throughout the
Personal Interest Project

Sources:
• NESA, Society and Culture Stage 6 marking Guidelines : Personal Interest Project (Updated
November, 2019): https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/wcm/connect/8e1511996a09-4b25-8184-f614a4af1557/marking-guidelines-society-and-culture-pip-nov19.
pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=
• NESA, Society and Culture Personal Interest Project (PIP) Advice: https://educationstandards.nsw.
edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/stage-6-learning-areas/hsie/society-culture/personal-interestproject
• NESA, Assessment and Reporting in Society and Culture Stage 6 (Updated November, 2019):
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/stage-6-learning-areas/hsie/
society-culture/assessment-and-reporting
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HIGH DISTINCTION PIPS
Role of the Central Material in the PIP

Please read through HD Central Material Extract A ‘Saving or Serving - Voluntourism’ and Central
Material Extract B ‘Change the system not the climate’ on the following pages.

Questions to consider when working through the following Central Material extracts:
1. Compare the introductory paragraphs for both extracts.
a. Identify the aim of each extract as identified in these opening paragraphs.
b. Account for the differences in the approaches of each student. How does each student use
different strategies in clarifying the aims of the chapter?
c. Which extract best uses personal reflection in the establishment of their chapter?
How do you know?
2. Select one paragraph across both extracts that you feel best illustrates integration and synthesis
of ideas and evidence.
a. Explain how the student has used sentence structure and connective terms in achieving this.
b. Explain how achieving synthesis and integration is more than simply ‘putting a bunch of
evidence together in a paragraph
c. Explain how the student makes judicious choices in the selection of quantitative and
qualitative evidence to back up their claims
3. Read the extracts with particular attention to how the student has applied course concepts and
terminology.
a. Identify 5 examples when the student has effectively applied course concepts
b. Explain how the student is able to employ conceptual language to strengthen or clarify their
written communication.
c. Identify which areas of the Preliminary and HSC course content are most relevant to each
extract. How does the student make these connections clear?
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Title: Saving or Serving – Voluntourism: An investigation into the
problematic nature of the voluntourism industry and the associated
repercussions for the communities deemed in need
Student Name: Madison Wilson
School: Willoughby Girls High School

Chapter Four
Positive Potential: The Future of Voluntourism

Learning.service.[2019]. Instagram.com.
Chapter 4

The dramatic and continuing growth in the prevalence of globalised International
volunteering is reflective of the “prevailing desire amongst a growing cohort of consumers
to avoid conventional mass tourism”[2]. Due to shifting consumer values and demand for
experiences with an altruistic narrative, the voluntourism industry will continue to strengthen.
Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to explore the future of voluntourism and ways in
which the core values presented by the industry can shift to play a more sustainable role in the
future of Global Development.
The Covid-19 global pandemic has had a dramatic and likely transformative impact on the
voluntourism industry, which will bring about long term change. With travel bans placed by
subsequent governments at the macro level halting all forms of international volunteering.
As highlighted in my interview with Projects Abroad Project manager Duncan Curnow stating
“Covid-19 has halted our projects completely.”[3] However while international volunteering
has been stopped the pandemic has sparked a surge in volunteering at the local level with
“millions of people sharing their time, skills and knowledge to support their fellow selfisolators”[4]. This means that communities in both the Global South and Global West are
working on community-based solutions themselves.
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The wide-ranging effect of the pandemic on the travel industry has resulted in a job loss
across the world on a macro scale. This means that the business model of voluntourism is
no longer practical, as described in my interview with Dr. Simone Faulkner, “I work with an
organization in Cambodia and we are devasted by this.”[5] The business model of voluntourism
is now defunct as described in my interview with Claire Bennett, “The unethical organisations
could go out of business because there only interested in profit and there is no profit right
now.”[6] This, however means that in order for the travel industry to restart after the economic
and social readjustment caused by Covid-19, unethical practice might be prominent as
expressed in my interview with Dr. Simone Faulkner “I am worried that there will be lots of
loop holes that are jumped through and unethical practice.”[7] with financial incentives at
risk of outweighing the ethical concerns of society and the environment. Despite concern
over future unethical practice in response to Covid-19, Claire Bennett also highlights the
pandemic as a chance for “people to reflect and take a critical view of this whole sector, and
what we might find is people are going back and reconsidering travel in general.”[8] Thereby
the Covid-19 pandemic may have a transformative impact on the way volunteer travel is
conducted, implemented and conceived.
In order for voluntourism to have the positive and wide-ranging effect it was formed to
achieve a major shift must occur in the de-commodification of volunteering. This major
reforming of voluntourism would mean “tourist operators step away from a solely profitorientated business plan to include a more holistic approach.”[9] This approach means
that accountability must be insured between volunteer sending organisations and host
communities, as to allow communities to identify their priorities and areas of need rather
than uniform projects based off volunteer demand. The current commodified nature of
voluntourism means that power dynamics are asserted and upheld as discussed in my
interview with Pippa Biddle, “At home, when volunteers and recipients live among each other
and their lives overlap, it’s possible for these power dynamics to be eroded or even swapped.
This isn’t possible in voluntourism, where voluntourists come and go because they have
bought into a commercial tourism product that is by its very definition, short term.”[10] Greater
ethical considerations combined with the decommodification of the industry will break down
existing power dynamics and Western superiority.
[1]

Bennett, C. Collins, J. Heckscher, Z. Papi-Thornton,
D. [2018] Learning service, the essential guide to
volunteering abroad. Red Press. Cornwall England. P177

[9]

[2]

Ong, F. Lockstone-Binney, L. King, B. Smith, K. [2014] The
Future of Voluntourism in the in the Asia Pacific Region.
Alternative Prospects. Research Gate. The Scale and
Scope of Voluntourism. P3.

[10]

Interview, Pippa Biddle, see appendix D

[11]

D, Papi-Thornton. [2012]. What’s wrong with Volunteer
Travel? TEDxOxbrigde. Ted Talks.

[12]

Interview, Claire Bennett, see appendix F

[13]

Ibid, see appendix F

[14]

Bennett, C. Collins, J. Heckscher, Z. Papi-Thornton,
D. [2018] Learning service, the essential guide to
volunteering abroad. Red Press. Cornwall England. P60

[3]
[4]

Interview, Duncan Curnow, See Appendix C
O’brien, J. [2020] Opinion: The future of volunteering in
the corona virus era. Devex.

[5]

Interview, Dr. Simone Faulkner, see appendix E

[6]

Interview, Claire Bennett, see appendix F

[15]

Interview, Dr. Simone Faulkner, see appendix E

[7]

Interview, Dr. Simone Faulkner, see appendix E

[16]

[8]

Interview, Claire Bennett, see appendix F

Bennett, C. Collins, J. Heckscher, Z. Papi-Thornton,
D. [2018] Learning service, the essential guide to
volunteering abroad. Red Press. Cornwall England.
P107
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Title:Change the system not the climate:An investigation into the social
and ideological nature of the ecological crisis, and the need for radical
structural change.
Student Name: Louis Valente
School: Freshwater Senior Campus

CHAPTER IV – Resist! A Better Future is Possible!
Anarchist Currents and the Interconnectedness of Being

In realising that the threat of ecological collapse is inherent to the social structures and
economic system of contemporary society, I was personally overcome by a sense of nihilistic
pessimism – a state of anxiety, and dread which replaced my idealism and enjoyment of
the natural world with angst, ambiguity and a misanthropic sense of hopelessness.[78] This
emotional response to the ecological situation provoked me to question and thus challenge
the dominant ideologies which currently shape and define our interactions with nature, and
in doing so, seek to understand the structural and ideological preconditions necessary for
the aversion and ultimate resolution of the ecological crisis.
In perceiving society, its institutions, and its associated ideologies as unchangeable entities
which are the products of a seemingly fixed human nature, we re-produce the power
structures which exist to serve the vested interests of the elite. However, a rejection of these
reified human-made institutions is becoming increasingly evident as anarchist currents
gain traction in mainstream global protests and ecological movements such as Extinction
Rebellion (XR), Earth First!, and the Green Anti-Capitalism Front (GAF). These anarchist
currents revolve around the perspective of social ecology and deep ecology, and their
applications to anarchist, libertarian socialist and environmental philosophy[79]. I would
argue that this emergence of anarchist currents within the environmentalist ideology is
an appropriate response to the lack of agency and potential for instigating change under
capitalism and the bureaucratic and legislative power of the state. In interviewing John
Warwick from the Green Anti-Capitalist Front regarding GAF’s aims and principles, Warwick
stated that their primary aim is to “avert climate catastrophe by destroying capitalism”, which
he ultimately argued is the “root cause” of the ecological crisis.[80] Furthermore, Warwick
stated that in the short term, GAF hoped to “unite disparate groups to form a broad coalition
for actions that highlight the role of capital and the state in facilitating the ecological
crisis.”[81]
Whereas ecocentric social ecologist groups are seen as revolutionist, and oppose the social
structures and economic systems underpinning society, anthropocentric environmentalist
groups such as the ‘Greens Party’ and the ‘International Union for Conservation of Nature’
(IUCN) seek to reform capitalism and make it more ‘green’. This anthropocentric approach
correlates with the response of a Generation X participant, who stated “I don’t think it’s
a problem with capitalism” and that instead we should “let capitalism run its course, the
markets will adjust”. [82] However, for social ecologists, the notion of ecological capitalism
is quite literally impossible. Libertarian socialist Takis Fotopoulous argues that “the main
reason why the project of ‘greening’ society is merely a utopian dream lies in a fundamental
contradiction that exists between the logic and dynamic of the growth economy, on the one
hand, and the attempt to condition this dynamic with qualitative interests”[83] on the other.
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Whilst this aligns with my perspective, I have begun to question whether given this limited timeframe
and the urgent change needed for the aversion of climate ‘tipping points’, as well as the lengthy
timeframe which would be required to facilitate radical social change, reformist change may be our
best temporary solution. This shift in beliefs correlates with interviwee McGinty’s assertion in our
interview: “I do not believe that capitalism can be reformed to the extent necessary… I hope it can be,
but I don’t see us ending capitalism in time to save the planet.” [84] In regards to this statement, GAF
interviewee Warwick acknowledged other environmentalist movements “who feel they must frame
their arguments within the current system both to attract wider support and to affect change in the
short timescales needed.” [85] Warwick went on to explain that whilst “there is more merit in these
arguments, this approach can only ever partially solve the problem.” [86]

[78]

Personal reflection (2020)

[79]

Interview with John Warwick from the Green
Anti-Capitalist Front, author of the Anarchist
Federation’s pamphlet; ‘Capitalism Is Killing the
Planet, An Anarchist Guide to Ecology’. (2020)

[80]

Ibid, in response to the question “What are the aims of the
Green Anti-Capitalist

[82]

Focus group with 6 Generation X teachers and 6
Generation Z students (23/06/2020), 12 out of 12
respondents agreed to the statement response to the
question “What do you think the role of a capitalism is
in the ecological crisis?”

[83]

Fotopoulos, T. (1995). Development or Democracy?.
SOCIETY & NATURE (The International Journal Of
Political Ecology), 3(1), 21. Retrieved 22 July 2020, from.

[84]

Interview with Pat McGinty, History and Politics at
the University of Sydney. (2020) In response to the
question: “Do you think we revolution is possible
given the current timeframe?” [85]Interview with
John Warwick from the Green Anti-Capitalist Front,
author of the Anarchist Federation’s pamphlet;
‘Capitalism Is Killing the Planet, An Anarchist Guide
to Ecology’. (2020)
In response to the question: “Why do you think
other environmental activists and campaigns avoid
discussing capitalism’s role in the crisis?”

[86]
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A few key hints and tips for successfully teaching the development of cross-cultural
understanding in the PIP
Cross-cultural component is a mandatory component of the PIP.
Students should consider the following in the preparation of their Personal Interest Project:

Developing cross-cultural information
Cross-cultural perspective needs to be meaningful i.e. how is an individual or groups experience of a contemporary
issue different because of an element of their culture + life experiences. I.e. gender, location, socio-economic status,
age
1. Students are able to develop a clearer understanding of WHY the chosen cross-cultural perspective is important
through:
A section in the research proposal= justifying the importance/ significance of their cross-cultural choice
2. When working through research methods- encourage students to develop a clear plan about HOW they are going
to gather information on their cross-cultural perspective
Is TIME (continuity + change) the same thing as an intergenerational cross-cultural perspective?
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Achieving
Synthesised
Understanding PIP
© SCANSW PD day 2022, Webb

For Example (PIP)

© SCANSW PD day 2022, Webb
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Conversational Questions for Drilling Down
Initial to develop analysis then synthesis

Secondary questions for extra support

What have you found out from your SR?

What concepts could be applied to your

How can you investigate what that looks

findings?

like in real life using your PR?

Is this a micro, meso, or macro issue
- or a

When you put that SR and the PR next to
each other, what conclusions can you draw?
Is this important?
To whom?
Why?
(What next?)

combination?
How do these findings affect both of your
XC groups?
What things in your findings show
continuity?
What things suggest change?
So, what does this tell you about your
hypothesis?

Create a table - remove columns = synthesised paragraph
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